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- " 'IJiBarbaraDelfyett
. On'. the-~'mor,ning of. April 24.

the' conversation was held at- a
. ~:.':.,
very personallev.el.·· He talked
;.; ...,. Eio~ 'of Baruch's students were about his wife, and how he
.' :,'. ~nOred . with the presence of' played certain selected pieces of
.'Eubie .Blake. For those' of you music because she liked them.
~~,.":.~ :wh~'don;t ~ .who tms great
.' M~ .. Blake appeared to be a
:;.::-_ . '. man iS~"~e'atoDgwith Noble very carefree and jovial person,
-·slssle, .·who is now-deceased, were _.until he began to play the piano.
..'."
~of the originators of ragtime The smiling face of tills ninety. 'music.
five year old man suddenly grew
-:'.:
·When Dr. Carlesta Henderson .very serious, As ,the music
- intJ;oduced Mr. Blake, I sensed became. more intense,:, the
, _,... tha~.. ~e.was a very,Yiarm Person wrlDkJes on his face.becameeven
As he taIk~With the 'audience, more 'pronounced, and. tBia 's4ln
:..~
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Book Blues II

your books from from ~ fellow
. students. Each semester a
number of students line the
by DarylDharuba
corridor. and lounge leading to,
In the last issue of Ticker, I
the school's bookstore hawking
Wrote about the pricing, and their old books. This I believe, is
· selJipg of schooltextbooks. This the least expensive and 'most .
was'dOne to give you an idea o( enjoyable way of buying one's
~he various prices charges by the ~ books: The. prices, .besides being
'three major bookstores. The the lowest around, can usually be
average price- for t;he.six new . : negotiated a dollar or so lower
textbOOks was about' $86.00. than what is being asked. through
·Thsi week'sanicle will deal with bargaining.
.. the obtaining of textbooks at a.
Some students even' accept
much cheaper cost.
personal favors, trades. or some
, The fii-st option is to purchase of those funny smelling
A group of five students and
used books, as .was mentioned cigarettes for their 'books. The ·two staff 'members left Baruch
previously in the last article. The services of these students should College 'on April 25th, for day
key to picking up books by this not be overlooked as most of lobbying ·in Albany. The
method is speed. A textbook students do. Many students students composing this group
that is .in demand by many zoom past these .hawkers as if were Martin -:-McDowell, Marta.
·classes cannot be expected to be the books contained some social Pardo, Lucretia Di Genova,
found on the used book shelves disease. This is also~thebestw~y Corina Geofroy and· Howard
at Barnes and Nobles. and of getting rid of those clunky - Babich. Robert Seaver, Vice}..exin.gton BQOk Exchange at all history and art books that will President of Academic Affairs,
times. One's best chanee is to go, clutter up and create a fire and Bill Freeland represented .
· to the department offices of the hazard in your room. The'money
the staff portion of the group.
classes in qUestion and obtain. one can receive is much higher . .The objective of the group was
the name, .edition and publisher than what one would get if sold to lobby for the, 'passing -of the
of the book ithat will be used. to one.of the book exchanges:
supplemental budget and for the ';
ThiS information is available .to
Sigma Alpha, .a fraternity on exemption. of higher' education
·an .students and is compiled a the Baruch campus. offers a from the reappropriation' bill.
·couple- of, weeks before classes uniques service to Baruch The
supplemental.' budget
$tart~.With this information, a
students. The S.A.S.· Book -cOnsisted 'of additional funds for
stlldent' has a better chance of .Exchange, which is located various city colleges. Baruch was
obtaining used books over his directly across' from Baruch's primarilyasking .fOl"$140,OOO in
fellowclas-?mates .who" as .ot yet bookstore in the 360 building, order to ~ refurbish the' family
dO: _~~"''''ltat book they are, will take your books and sell eourtbuilding. ThiS: building' is
·using..-: -.
. them for' you. 'I'heprices for' plaDned for the" re1ocationof
. -A second alternative is to buy'
<Continued on Page 12) admjni~ative offices.' '172,000
(The poor people's guide
to obtaining books)
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-CUN·Y RALLY --

by Darryl Williams
Max Linden, Chief of security
at Baruch College-for the past five
- yearswas relieved of. his duties
on Friday . Filling the shoes left
by Mr. Linden is George Manning, a former graduate of
Baruch. The replacement of Mr.
Linden was evidently in the
making for some time~ Mr.
Linden's successor .was named
the same day he was dismissed.
This action, which was taken by .
Marilyn Mikulsky, Director of
Campus Planning. -shouldnt

really come _as a surprise to
anyone. Within the last few
months, a letter to the editor
appeared in the Ticker condemning . Baruch's
administ ation for its inaction on
alleg
illegal drug happenings'
were said to be taking place
i the Student Center. Couple
this with a number of recent
burglaries which includes. the
ransacking' of'. the Reporter's
Office and a' few hushed-over
ripoffs and assaults on Baruch

students by outsiders, and you
might helve the main reasons for
. Max Linden's departure.
George Manning, the new.
director of security operations
was. formerly a police captain at
the 81st precinct in Brooklyn
and looks every inch of it. Mr.
Manning's hiring is most likely
the 'start of a new "get tough"
policy here at Baruch. As stated
in a recent article in the
Reporter, Ms. Mikulsky said "a
.change was necessary. "

St:eve RO·b.ibnson JY!are-'s Managing Edit:or
.~

-

.

..

~

.

. A mass 'demonstratiori and City' of New York Mayor Koch's
march in support of die City .political chicanery in his dealings
University of New York was with. the .City University of new.
called for by the 'University York and its 190,000 students." .
Student Senate at its . April Roberts added that .Mayor Koch
plenary meeting. The purpose of was surreptitiously~llowingthe:
the rally which has been City's power brokers and the
. scheduled for Thursday,May 11,' press tosabotage the University
1978. is to express vigorous and ·thereby· r educe opopposition to .the manner. in portunities and enrollments at
which City Hall "has been at- CUNY. This is an attempt to
tempting to dismantle' the City force the State to either merge or
University. Specifically, the reduce the City University,
sponsors of the rally want to within the next two years..
stop Mayor Koch"s plan to
The rally 'is scheduled .to
prevent badly needed con- assemble - at Mayor Koch's
struction and repair at many Greenwich Village apartment .at
units of the City University.
14 Washington Place near
In addition, the rally's Washington Square at 11:00
organizers want to force Mayor A.M.- From there the marchers
Koch to reverse his plan to phase composed of students, faculty,
out City funding of CUNY's staff and concerned oommunity.
senior colleges. At the com- members will walk to City Hall.
munity colleges, the organizers. I t is expected that many student
want a full restoration of the" and faculty groups .on each of'
budget to the pre-fiscal crisis qUNY's 19 campuses. will
funding level.
participate in the demonstcation,
USS chairperson, Edward
For further information,
Roberts, said that, "The intention of the demonstration is contact the University Student
to expose to the' people of the Senate at 794-5546.

by Linda Brockington
eludes some light pieces in- writing, is bleak. There are less
Steve
Robinson,
MORE cluding,· "Reporters'Greatest than 1,000 full-time freelance.
magazine's youthful managing Blunders" written by an intern. writers in the United States
editor, could have been a student Robinson' thought the funniest because of the strict discipline
rather than the Journalism class' aspect of the piece was that WY-Qlyed and the: low pay; at
guest speaker.
many reporters said they had ~MORE example, the rate is 12
Robinson, who graduated never made an error. Columnist cents per word. "It takes a really
from the State University of Jimmy Breslin, who was among big ego," he said.
New YOI.:k at Stony Brook in those interviewed, insisted that
A fair amount of the freelance
1975, interned at MORE and only people from the Columbia pieces, received by MORE come
after six weeks was asked to stay Journalism
School
make from. .reporters whose own
on as assitant editor. He has mistakes.
publications refused to print
Street Fair-Beer Drinking Contest
been with the magazine for 14
Robinson, supe\-vis~ MORE's them. Robinson made it clear,
By Sigma Alpha- Mu Fraternity
months..
"Hellbox," a / compilation of however, that the magazine .is
.
He describes MORE as a latebreaking media news items. .. not a forumlor angry.employees..~ .. _nz-:-~s:
3n:t Place . ...large.Mug. _
,_ .. _
•
"watchdog of the media,"
While Robinson apparently
He spoke briefly about ethics
2nd Place
Larger Mug
scru tinizing
newspapers, had little trouble get ting his in journalism citing the Chicago
1st Place
Largest Mug
magazines, radio; television and present job, he emphasized that Sun Times' Mirage Tavern story
occasionally, advertising and the field is' difficult to break into as an' example. The paper,
RULES
book publishing.
and offered the interns some seeking to expose municipal
"The media manipulates, "said advice.
cormption in the Windy City.
1) Five minutes before' competition officially begins each con.
testant must drink srun cups of beer.
Robinson, "It's important to "'\ Radio and television are. the anonymously opened a tavern,
r¥ti between the lines-not only-toughest areas jof .lile media tJ; staffed if]' with Sun. Times
2) A shot of beer.every minute until there is a winner.
t6e-stories you see-but the ones break into, .whilenev.:spapers.are ,reporters. and hidden cameras.

y~d~'ts~."

r~ati~~

e~i~

Be~n~ng

T~e~rt~~oc~a~~rt

That has been MORE's role journalists usually have to leave series which led to investigations
since 1971 when it began as
the metropolitan area. Amassing by local and Federal Grand
tabloid. It went to a glossy by-lines is crucial to landing a
Juries and the Illinois Departdesign in June, 19"76. Although job. "Dont turn down a job,"
ment of Law Enforcement. But
the magazine, which has a cir- Robsinsonstressed. "If you're according to Robinson, the
culation of 18,500, is not aimed offered a job in Utica, it may
Mirage series raised some
at a select audience, 85% of its seem like the end' of the world,
questions about journalism
readership is in the media. but it's better to be a big fish in a
ethics, particularly those dealing
"People enjoy reading about little pond than knocking at the with State and Federal
themselves and their friends," he door of The New York Times."
guidelines
concerning
enexplained.
According to Robinson, the trapment.
Among the magazine's many best .break-in grounds are good,
While Robinson was extremely
investigative peices, Robinson is medium-sized newspapers. Trade supportive of investigative
most proud of the May, 1977 magazines, which are abundant reporters, he believed that they
cover story . 'Who Killed George in New York, offer another must live by the same rules of
Polk?" Polk was a CBS alternative to recent graduates. ethics as the rest of society: "I
correspondent in Greece who However, it can be difficult to . don't think that reporters today
was murdered in 1948 while on br~m this lu~ratiy"e~a.rea_.. should think they lead a charmed
his way to meet with a rebel The final alternative, freelance existance, he said.
leader.
Because of many
YOUR R
unanswered questions about his
A E ALL INVITED!
death, a group of notable .
JOIN US IN THE WEEK CELEBRATION
reporters led by newspaperman
.
OF ISRAEL'S 30th ANNIVERSARY
William Donavan traveled to We congratulate Israel on reaching its 30th birthday after 40 centuries of
Greece to investigate the history. This week Lahav presents Israel's Independence week marked
mysterious circumstances. The by rejoicing and singing along with a full week of.events planned. Everypiece dealing with the failure of . one IS invited, so please drop by and help us celebrate.
that invest.igation, offered
WEDNESDAY, MAY 10,1978:
recently uncovered information
HEBREW THE~TER GAMES-improvisations, songs and dances with
concerning Polk's assassination.
RACHEL BAR.
The September: 1977 cover
10:00 in Rm. i012-1014, 23rd St. Bldgg,
story about newspapers sports
A free HetJrew lesson with DR. RUTH ADLER.
sections
was
another
of
12:00 Rm. 1310, 23rd St. Bldg.
Robinson's favorites. "Sports
"(HURSDAY, MAY 11,1978
pages, " said Robinson, .. have
STREET FAIR-celebrate the ISRAEL'S INDEPENDENCE in the street
become gambling pieces.
with flags, ba lloot1s, songs arid Israeli food...
Ga~g is illegal, yet
FRIDAY,MAY 12; 1978 .
newspapers are giving odds. "
"SALLAH SHABATTl" the famo~s~1jsocial and political comedy
Robinson believed ~ it is a
(with English subtitles).
.
question of ethics. "Sports pages
10:00 Rm. 1303, 23rd St. Bldg.
should be doing investigative'
DANNY LEVY SARA SINGERMAN
pieces," he said, "but instead,
r:
they give the public exactly what
Danny
Levy
Sara Singerman Janess Rosenberg
.it wants. "

a

or

.,.

President

Although ,MORE is concerned
with serious issues, it also in-

-----

.

.Treasurer

Dr. Ruth Adler

FacultY Adyisor

"Secretary

.

-----------~-~~-~---~~~---~~r

APPLICATION

Name

1

Phone #

--..:-_

lub you belong to (if any)

1

Honestb, can you drink???
-

.

Bring all applications to Student Center, Box 588
Competition begins at 12:30 P.M.
Registration for competition is at 12: 15 at Sigma Alpha Mu booth.

Record
ReviewBurChField
,Nines

FUTURE CPA'S
LET US HE LP VOL;
BECOr\i~E

o :-J R sue r: f S :)~. L
~\

E::PH

A CP:"
t

E:St~

:,' I

..

1

113 OF USA
, .. r

"j

Michael Franks is like a crisp
autumn breeze and Burchfield
Nines (Warners BSK 3167) is
already on my best of the year
list.
Not since Stan Getz and Joao
Gilberte's classic first album in
the early sixties have I heard
such subtle beautiful music
makin~. Franks writes charming .
lit tle songs as if they' were
lullabyes all and. Caresses them
tenderly with his jazz influenced _
.
style.
.
-' NEW YORK
212594<-0822·
The music is provided by the
LONG. ISLAND
. 212594-0822
best studio musicians in-the jazzNEWARK
201 623-7870
rock mold~John Tropea, Leon
CLASSES BEGIN MAY 22
Pendarvis,
Ralph
McDonald
"
,
ere.,-and
they
just
flow
and
,
flow;
..
.

Put Burchfield Nines on when
you're in love. If you're not, put,
it on and you
will be.
~
.:;,.-S.K.
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,period were i 11 v~luntee~ callers
recruited . from among faculty,
staff, - alumni and students;
Assisting. the callers each night
byJayBr~st
In the past, the police and was a crew of ste,{ f and students
'
other people have treated rape handling the clerical work.
In a total of 1,320' man hours
victims as ifthey hadcommitted
the crime. The victim would go of phoning, .volunteers comto the police in a state of shock .pleted 7,261 calls, The overand be subjected to questions whelming majority-5,005-of
like: Did you enjoy it?; Did you those reached pledged their
provoke it?; etc. Rape victims. support and many increased
are scarred for life and don't their past gifts. About 2,000
alumni pledged for the first time,
deserve that kind of treatment.
In addition. to the top winners
. On May 16, the 212 Community Center is presenting a' pictured above,· other winners
guest speaker from the Sex . were: Suzanne. Cooperman,
Crimes Analysis Unit of the $6,318, dinner for two at a
restaurant;
Ann
Police .Dept. to talk about ·the French
changing attitude of the police McLaughlin, $4,745, a silver
towards rape victims. They will service from Michael C. Fina;
also present safety tips' and Irene Martin, $1,870; a Keystone
answer any questions you may camera from Berkey Photo, Inc.;
have. The discussion will be in Reuben Adeshuko, $1,506, a.
the Oak Lounge on 'Tuesday, Panasonic tape recorder from the
Better Buying' Service; and
May 16. from 12--2 o'clock.
.
Chester Davison, a Clairol hair
dryer. Other gifts given 'out daily
and weekly included Chivas
--_.--'-- ----_.----------_ _-_.,
-Regal from Joseph E, Seagram's
Sons, Huk-a-Poo shirts, Puritan
Fashion .. dresses, gifts from
Revlon Corp., Shopwell, Inc.,
For the second year .in a row Slattery Associates, Inc. and'
the "Photo Contest _was a com- Philip Morris.
.
College Relations Director
plete ·success. The club received
d hI,"",' tbe:
t
f
Seaver, whose. office.
_
a.unO_· OU u::
e amoun'o
'Robert
.
.
::. . trio ~
last'
This·'
. conducts :t~~ ..Phonathon, .' ex. en es .lIQm
year..
year.
.~
.. lob ka, tQ.... u ' . '
.,._•.-- we
- ...~
__·g·FB~·
ev~.rv.oneImU ·,.....
~ ·~,..y··_···_'-t···~_··t-.---=:.~··
compe en· ' : ' J U U
es'
~ &r~aD~a
.,
_.""~

·.Rilpiets D'oNot
Discrirnina.te

F etlowship AWards

.Lahav
P~otest
. '

They are a.
in'W ashington'~ resfdence
for
~..

.

.If you have a day off; do you
want to demonstrate your
support' for a U.S. policy which
guarantees peace and security
for Israel?
Help make' a secure peace a'
reality-e-make our voices' heard
in Washington. Join / Lehav
Hebrew Club on May 17th at the
capitol. We will organize the
group, but the transportation
and the food would have to be
paid by you." For further informaion··co n tact: ~ Sara
Singerman, . telephone (212) 3367848.

fellowship' in
Professor .Sheingorn, an. art"
the .1978-79 'historian, will receive a $15~000
academic year fer Professor stipend and plaps .an in, Pamela Sheingorn (Art) and a .terdisciplinary study of medieval
summer 1978 'stipend for art and drama as part o'f"" a
Professor Myron .Schwartzman seminar group in the English
(English).
Department of the. University of
··Carrying off two awards from Chicago.
t his.. year's competition at the
Professor Schwartzman, who
National Endowment for the' is assistant chairman of the'
Humanities is a unique English Department and a cotriumph," said Dr. Joseph Drew, developer of its business jourthe new director of the Office of nalism track, will receive a
Grants and Contracts, "Both $2,500 stipend as a participant in
Dr. Sheingorn and- Dr. Sch- a seminar' at the' CUNY
entitled
wartzman
deserve
the Graduate . Center
congratulations of the faculty, "Contemporary Literature in its
staff, and student body for their Cultural Context."
achievements...
Courtesy 1jJaruch Today

,

It'll blow your mind!

Photo
Contest
...
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-voluiiteerS-·-~ibUtmg.-firms.
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evaluatmg the photos. T!le "
.
'
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.
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• _.
.~.
and.others-ewho
heloed to make 'winning the photos, on
.
'. -, -~- -:- -----~---..
May 11 from 12 to 5 at the Street It a succe~s .... In particular, .
Th
k will th
be Mrs. Sylvia Iwler, the Coor.'
F air.
e wor'M . 15 't enM
dinato
cor 0 f the Phonathon, -w h ose
fr
ed
la
disp y
om
ay
0
ay
'.
ful
. t'
26 in the 2~th Street Building preparatlo~,care . orgamza Ion
bbv All
.,
h tos -and soothing presence kept the
non-wmnmg p o · d
.
. .
Io y.
. ked un i
1-04 .
12· ay experience running
can be dpic
up m room·
m
I
. Iy. "
smoot hIy and peasant
t h e S tu en t C ent ere
.
bla
.
Funds raised through the
c k -n-white wmners are:
.'
.
The
id C' ·bri··2 d la
Phonathon and other appeals of
1 s t p lace, D avi
0
, n p ce,
t he Barue h C 0 11ege F und are
I
J oe D e P a 1o· 3 r d p Isce Ra p ha e·
' proviid e suppI'ementa I
Pond.'
,
use dto
_oo,

_ . '

-

__

_

_

_ _

,

.
.
support to the College for acThe
honorable.
mentions
are:
.
".
. '.
.
. tiIVIitiles- tha t are no't covered b y
NIC~_ Diamantis,
Theodore
the T ax L evy b u d get,
l.
'.'
Aim
InFil
d
F aga dakis, G erar
s·
e,
I
dizi
fi
.
I'd
d
.
tki
A d
c u gmg mancia ai ,aea emic
r.,
an
'
0
In,.
n
rew
.
lib
.
.
.
All
C
J
.
I
Pi t
Pi
. l>rIzes,
rary acquiait.ions,
H ausspseger,
ie ro
scazzi,
..1
t.i
1
.
t
d
H oward Game Id Powell,:c.,
.
tT JA..'
lOD8
equlpffie.Jl,
an
a
. lID euUC8
. .
'.
b
.
t oni
S't
vanety of. trusts,
equest,,~
eve .
S arran onlO,'
odai
FI
tt Y
such as lectures, concerts,
Stracqu arne, ore e oung.
xhibiIts, sy~posla.
.
.
Th F d
A dr
e
e
un
·
The eoI or winners are: n ew
I
.
d d . .
H
.' I
d Th
a so receives an a ministers a
a u s SP Ie g e
an
omas vavariety of trusts, bequests,
Tedone.
.and grants f or .speciifiIC purposes
in the above and related areas'.
Courtesy BaruchrToday

Phonathon
Phonathon

'78 Reaches New
High:
$80,570 Pledged
. That almost doubled last
year's- record; of .$43,122 In
pledges, which in turn topped the
..- .-. '76 total of·&36,660. The' original
, '78 goal of $50,000 was reached
on the sixth day of the 12-day
campaign. The next,' seemingly
.
impossible, goal of $75,000 was
... ,·~·t.opped the day before the end.
The Phonathon is an activity
of the Baruch'College Fund with
suppor t
of' the
Alumni
Association. .Manning the~- 25
telephones during the 12-day

'--"'-"'-"~"""'~~
~
.. ."

:

__

PORK BELLIES ON THE
RISE?
SOYBEAN
FUTURES
STA:BLE?
.
.
. We want to reopen the course
in the Commodities-Futures
Market and hope to have a
section offered in the Fall of
1978, providing enough interest
exists. .
1
If livestock or' precious metal
futures strike your fancy, please
send your name, _ address and'
'telephone number to Fin-Eco
Forum; . BoxN426, StudentCenter ,22~ Street, by Monday,
May 15, 1 9 1 8 . : .
.
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BURT REYNOLDS
"THEEN
..
~
vour~"
.

.

.

in"

,'-'

A comedY for yOU and

-

"e.tr

,
o,~A .
'1.

GORDO~

/ BURT REYNOLDS Production
"
BURT REYNOLDS in
"THE END" DOM DeLUISE· SALLY FIELD· STROTHER MARTIN· DAVID STEtNBERG
and JOANNE WOODWARD as .Jessrca
Guest Stars: NORMAN FELL· MYRNA LOY
,
.
KR~STY McNICHOL· PAT O'BRIEN" ROBBY ~ENSON ~s The Pri~st
~
. CARL REINER as Dr. Maoeet Music by PAUL WILLIAMS. Executive Producer HANK MOONJEAN
'Wriner:' b~JERRY BELSON Produced by LAWRENCE GORDON
MSTWlCTaD -CJr I
Directed-by BURT REYNOLDS
~
A
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Letter from Japa
.

by Sachiko Tsukamoto
By this time. I am sure many
Baruchians have heard or know
about Miss Annette Guarino.
She has' been greatly involved
.. with the student government
and school activities. She has
contributed her wisdom.' intelligence, and keen mind to so
many people at Baruch.
I had the pleasure of meeting
Annette when .I was ... in my
sophomore year. Ever since then•.
we have come to know each other
very well and I like to tell you
something more about this
'phenominal lady across the
ocean from Japan.
From March 1977 to February
1978. I had the rare opportunity
. of living·' with an .. American
family, The Guarinos. The
reason for staying with them
was because my family was
leaving NY for: Japan and I ~s
determined to remain in NYuntif
I graduated from Baruch.
_
I moved into..Annette' s home
as a part of her family. Because I

CPA
CANDIDATES
FOR NOVEMBER '78 EXAM
---1--------.-_-~

"

'come from a ' .La pa n e s e
background. everything at the
Guarinos was totally
new. difq
.
ferent, and yet; adventurous.
The members of the family were
very cooperative concerning my
stay with them, and they taught
me so much about the American
values that I was never exposed
to. Mama-san and Papa-san
(Annette's parents) taught me
how to cook I talian dishes, and
sosn I started to cook for them.
(Linguine and sauce is my
specialty! Come and get it at the
land of the rising sunl)
Going to school with Annette
was a joy. We used to look ~ver
the NY Times crossword puzzle
on the subway' and see how many
we could solve-before we g-ot into
school
In the beginning, I was selfconscious. of being the only
oriental in the house. I was, in a
way, a quiet, reserved g'irI, both
at home and at school. Anne
would motiva te me and
stimulate me to get rid of my

Five Month Courses Begin June 13, 1978

foolish hang-ups of being a,
The Largest Live CPA Review CourSe Of TfJemAii .
minority. Gradually, I became
. "Americanized." I started to
• LEADING THE FIELD IN CPA COACHING F6R THIRTY
YEARS with 16,000 alumni Including N. Y.S.' Gold .net
enj oy my college life more than
Silwer Medal Winners In 1974',.1975,1976 and 19U•.
'7.eN.er,..~..nd met so many wonderful
• The only school seIec~ by a majoritY Glthe "BiG 8"
people at Baruch, especially with
for staff. .lnlng lectures.
.
•.
More
Instructional
hours
than
any
other
course
the otd Sentry g(;,lng.
.
at the lowest cost per hour.
.
.
Yes, Annette has taught .me to .
• No additional charge for ....terlaiL
be myself and not to be ashamed
• Approved by N.Y. State Education Department
.
for the ttalnlng of veterans.
of what I am.
If you were to - ask
,
those people who knew me
. whether Sachi was a quiet. and
reserved girl, they will probably
say two words, "bull shit! ': You
see, 'if Annette and her family did
not offer me the opportunity to ~
.
1"585' Broadw'ay, New York, N.Y. 1~036
stay --with them I would have ,-,
missed all the opportunities and
the enjoyable times I had by
remaining in NY and a t Baruch.
She really has a "heart" for
people, and cares for people very STUDENT CENi~R PROGRAMMING BOAR~D
much. As.. you can .sp~culate,
-:--- PRESENTS
Annette is .a unique person. I .
believe the opportunity to meet a
friend who would share her life
-,
and be so concerned about one's
anguishes is very slight in this
world today.

r._bu~~+.~~.yki.
;~~=;; X· CPA·REVIEW

COMEDY WEEK

c,

/

/

AT BARUCH'

/

LAHAV HEBREW C'LUB:
<,

Invites YOQ·to celebrate
with a luncheon, the upcoming
~ graduation of .~.'
-..

Come to the Oak Lounge in the Student Center everyday
from Monday, May 15th to Friday, May 19th at 12:00 and
see some
of.the best comedians performing
in the N.Y. area.
.
.
•.
r

i;

-\

Heleri··5aflcip, ex-viCe"rire5idenf

'"

of our club.

• •

May 18th at 1.2: O'Clock
Room 1011

******************************************.
BILINGUAL GRADS
Are you planning to plunge into the business world this June?
" We place bilinguals in entry level, executive, and administrative
positions is the top international trade and financial fields. All
you need is:
Bilingual Fluency
Secretarial Abilities

.

AND tlS!!!
. All our positions are fee paid and offer excellent benefits. (Some
of our best clients offer tuition reimbursement-so you can go to
grad scnoolll l ll) ~
Call: ALBA DAILEY/SUSAN SMITH

949-8484/71

WELLS RECRUITING SYSTEMS, INC.
545 Fifth Avenue/Suite 1000
New York, New York 10017
(ent. E. 45th Street)
"'\
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GRADUATINGSTU
Get your
American Express' Card
Special ~A:pplication
from your
School! Bulletin· Board
.-"

••

.()

OR

.-

/

SEND YOUR NAME & ADDRESS TO:
JohnC. Sutphen, Vice President
Americat;t.Expl-ess Card Division
Box 5254, Grand Central Station
NewYQrk, N.Y. 10017.

eo

-,-.e
•

~------.'...,._..-:.._ • • ·-.,·_·.'·:....

1.oof>·_·.... t

STUDENTS:·
ENJOY ALL THESE BENEFITS- EYEN BEFORE YOU GRADUATE

"

.'OW

the

Tett. edYant8ge of sped" student priYtleges thet
you to eppfy for
Americen Expr... Cerd even before you greduete_ end enjoy
·the Security, Convenience. end Emergency Protection that on'y the Arnerl~ Expr... Cerd ean provide.

5

1

WOtIcIwIde Penonal Rec:09"'tIoft. W,tn tne Amertcan .
• Express Card you-get wnat you want wllnout carryIng
cash and rtsklng 1055 or lheft YOU nave Ine convenIence 01
world-wide cnarge prtvlleges at lIne norers. motets. stores
restauran IS. eat renral companIes, and iIlrhnes The Card means
InSlanl recognillon VIrtually everyw.here In me world

-.::IJ.w<1IdcI1w1de Network or Ower 700 0ftIc... Ameflcan Express
• Co
ny, us Subsldlanes and Represenlaloves malnlaln
Travel Serv e OffIces around Ihe globe 10 aSSISI you Wlln
Virtually every Iravel-relaled problem

enronrnent StlOrlly aner CardmllmberShlp approval allo.,s you
to use thiS service .
' .

,6 s~

Aeceipta. Unlike most otner cares. rne Amertcan
• express Card statement atrlves. In mOSI cases Wltn rne
sIgned recerpts you need 10 keep accurate records and reporl
your expenses 10' employer relmbursemenl or lor your
permanenl, personal IlnanClal records

3

No SpendIng LImit SeC In AclY_. Some"Cards 11""I.your
.cred,t In advance, often io as lillie as $500 Ttl,s'can be
Iroublesome ,f you're on an ImpOrtanl triP or IOng-awalled
vacation ancl :suddenly d'SCOller you" re oul 01 credIt W,lh
Ameflcan Express you :sel'l/'le ~tlern of spending-as you use
l/'le Card
.

7

No AutonuIIIc F1n_ _ CIl-vn. Many cards laCk a tonance
• c/'large on Ihe unpaid balance, and II coeso I lake rnucn
10 run up "nance c/'larges In excess of $25 a year w,rn rne
Amencan Express Card, balances are due w/'len your 0<11
arrives, so Inere are no Irnanee charges
'

4 E-veneY

P - - - CfleCtl C-"Ing; Use rne Card 10 Ca5tl
• personal cnecks up to S5OO- $SO '" casn and Ine
balance In Travelers Cheques- at mOSI A~"can Express
Travel servIce OffiCes worldWide Tne Card also guaranlees
your personal cneca up 10 $SO at selected CSOmeslo<: aorlone
counlers and wI'len you ase a registered guest al partlcloalong
hotels and mOlels ,n lhe U S Canada and Europe (sub/eel 10
local regulatIonS)

"

Tr..... FUftcN RoUncs-ih.Clock. Use tne Card at automated
• dIspensers In maJor U S a,flermlnals 10 gel from $100 10

$SOO In Amertcan Express· Travelers cneques- ,n less Ihan 60
secooos. vorlually any lIour 01 rne day Of nlgnl A one-lome

Much. 'Much Mote" As a Cardmember you enroy many
addllionai benel,IS desCrtbed ,n Ihe spec.at
Cardmemt>erStllp Benellts BoOk you wru receive All Inese
t>enehlS are yours year rQund for IlI'Sl $25 So lake advanlagf' 01
specIal studenl priVIleges Inal allow you 10 apply lor.the Card
even before you graduale - and ma,l your apphCalton IOday

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

'

VIA AlA MAIL

fiRST ClASSPfRMIT NO 110NEWYORt<!IlY

Amer,ican Express Compa""y
RD. Box 5254, Grand Central Station
New York, N.Y.~ 10017
• r

Attention: John C. Sutphen
Vice- President
.
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mathematical skills. of students
at all-college levels. The grading
of the English Placement Exam
and the Mathematics Placement
Exam are getting tougher and
tougher every year. Why do· we
have an English - Placement
Exam' and a Mathematics
-Placement Exam and not an Oral
Communication
Placement
Exam? Why do we place so much
value in our ability to write or to -;
solve mathematical problems
and deemphasize our natural
ability to speak? To the senior
who is about to look for a job, a
job that could change his life,
when an interviewer asks why
you want to work for his com-pany, do you hand him a written
essay, or do you give the
quadratic formula and solve for
the answer? .No, you have to
answer orally in a coherent
manner. To the prospective Law
student, when you are in court

arguing a case, do you. pass we
will
organize . Speech real problems. And to the
h~d-ou~s to the jury outlining
Championships, Poetry Reading Students, I would like to say
your case? Again, no. You must Contests, and .. Intercollegiate that I am' not trying to sell our' .
use ~~:ver
... ability you have to Debates. Next semester we will organization,' or trying to make
persuadethem, to make them see establish a . Speech Cltnic you change your mind about
. your point -not by writing or by designed to aid students with certain issues, what I am saying
looking at them, but by talking any.problems concerning speech is that if you want things to
to them.. ;:
.
making,
sound. distortion, continue the way they are, if you
Tnesituations.are infinite, and delivery, style, and all related are concerned with developing
the problem is a great one in- problems. We will have com- yourself in
areas, if. you. are
deed. We do not. put emphasis in petent professionals. mainly happy with yourself. DON'T
acquiring or developing out oral. from the Speech Department, CHANGE ANYTHING! But if
communication ~.::·skills. The who will
volunteer
their you are not, ask.yourself these
Administration, apparently, is knowledge and expertise free of few question:
not doing anything about it. We _ charge to all bona fide members
Were there situations when
are passive about it because it is of the Public Speaking and YQU wanted to speak but.
comfortable to be.-Who wants to
Debate Society.
wouldn't or couldn't?
get up to mak~ a speech and . On May 11, we will participate '. Were there situations· when
make a fool of himself? After all, "in the Street Fair sponsored by you knew what you wanted to
~t is frightening to get ~~ and
the Street Fair Committee. On say but you could not be untalk in front of an audience, and r May 18, we will present a formal derstood?
who wants to listen to a dumb' debate on Affirmative Action
Were there times when
speech anyway? Unfortunately,
Programs (Bakke Case): Besides arguing an issue you knew you
the time will come when the duty
the fact that it is a current issue, were tight, but somehow theis unavoidable, when your job our objective for this Debate is other fellow manipulated the
will depend upon. your ability to
to ascertain. the best debators, argument to his side?
persuade someone. If you want prepare them and polish them so If you answer 'YES to any of
to take it to an extreme, there
that they can represent Baruch these questions, it's my opinion,
The Sociology Society
will be a time when your life is
College
in
Intercollegiate and I think that you will agree
dependent upon your ability to
Tournaments. On May 21, we with-me, that you are wasting
. . preser:tts
speak.
will co-sponsor the Student-: yourself. If you are ~concerned
It is my opinion that your oral
Faculty Picnic. I urge not only about it, then you are the type of
communication 'skills are far
students but Faculty as well to person that I am interested in,
What is it all about?
more important than your help us make this event a sue- because yon are brave .enough
Thursday, May 4 th
wri ting or
rna thema tical
cessful one. If anybody is not only to admit to yourself
, 12-2 PM·
abilities, unless you want to
wondering why we do not have a that something is not-right, but
Room 1120-23rd St.
become a .writer, journalist, or Wine & Cheese Party or a Pizza are willing to do something
ALL WELCOME!
mathematician.
~
Party, come during club hours to about it.
Refreshments
It is. precisely becaus/of this room #514, 26 St. building and I
Aristotle once said that'<itwas
belief that I have formed the shall give a personal answer.'
absurd for any man to be
Public Speaking and Debate
I would like to take this op- ashamed of being unable to
.-----------~---------------__s.
\ Society. Ther~.wer.e n9 portunity'to salute President 'defend himself with his llinbs,
organizations of this nature --:- in
Lynne .. Bursky .and... her.. Ad~ ....
no.t be ashamed of ~g
' Baruch College. Our purpose is -. ministration-andtOofler our unable to defend himself With-his'
- .. --'-.._---.-.-;;to-naIT~w-the-gap-between-th~.unconditdcnal.suppcrr, confident,__ "?ind and.tongue..Fon.the.use .of
; called "academic development,"
in her ability to perceive issues rational speech is more distincand development in the area of concerning club matters, con-' tive in human beings than the
j human interactions. We feel that fident in her ability to alleviate use of his limbs. ,.
Sponsored By:
the very nature of success in Iife,
I career, etc. lies in the way other
The Baruch College Speech Dept. &
I people perceive us. They do that
Members of the Acting Classes
; by the way we speak and by
. what' we say. We want to
---.--- ---------_.-------_.---- nate:
Tues.v'I'hurs., May 9-11
I promote interest among the
.,' student community in the art of
Time:
7:30 P.M.
l Public Speaking and Debate.
Place: Theater Lab'
I Baruch College will have Public
23rd St.: Rm. 911
. Speaking teams, Debate Teams,
by Walter Barandiaran
At' time when seniors are
looking forvrard. to .graduation
andare getting ready to look for "
a job, when some students are
preparing themselves "to go to
Law .or Graduate School, at this
time
many
students
are
beginnihg to question the worth
of their diploma and the. value of
.their College education. I am not
speaking in terms' of whether
they have the tools and weapons
to cope with real life situations
rather than the amount of information acquired in a specific
subject area. Lam-net -referring
to those goof-offs, hang-out, get
high type of person-but to..those
students who truly worked hard
throughout the. years primarily .
concerned with their academic
advancement.
In Baruch College as well as
other CUNY units, the issue is to
upgrade the Writing ability: and

~
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You are cordiallyinvited to attend
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A Niteful of One Acts

I

CHESS
SIMULTANEOUS
TUESDAY, MAY 16th
3rd FL'OOR S.C. 2-3
.-

Cost:

-. ---

--

Only 50¢

Tickets Available from Theater Lab..
[or acting students]

NEW CHEAP

DON'T MISS IT!!

AD RATES
M.D./D.~.

Dearee-Europe/U.s.A.

IT IS NOT TOO LA-"E for you to enroll in the
programs of the INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION which offer:
, Enrollment for Fall 1978 In medica' schools In Europe
2 MS In cooperat.on With recognized colleges and univers.t.es In the United States. teadrno to advanced placemer.t In medical SChools In Spain. Italy and other
European countries
3 While you are In attendance at the medical school. the
Institute provides a supplemental BaSIC Medical SCiences
Currtcuturn wruc h prepares students for transfer Into an
Arne ncan medical School (COTRANS)
4 For those students who do not transfer. tne Institute
orovrces accredited. supervised curucat cler k srups at
cooperating United States teaching hospitals
5 During the fmal year of foreign medical school. the Institute pr ovroes a Sl~plernental and cornprenensrve clinical
medical curriculum wtu cn prepares you to take the
ECFMG examination •

The Institute has been responsible for processing more
American students into foreign medical schools than any
other organization.
For further information and application, contact
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Chartered by the Regents of the Urnverstty of the State of New York
3East~th StreeLNew York. NY 10022. (2121 832-2089

e,

FLTURE CPA'S
oL R

S L'CC E- ::; S c ',j:"'" := I ' :J::: .'. - c.
p [ ~ RES :=: :'~ T

1/3 OF USA
NEWVORK

212·594-0822

LONG ISI:AND

212 594-0822

NEWARK

201 623-7870

CLASSES
Full Page. . . . . . . '.,' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . $150.
BEGIN
Thre'e Quarter Page
$100.
MAY 22
HaIf Page . . ~.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. .. . . .
. . $ 80..
Q.uarter Page. . ..,
~
'.' ~
$ 50~
Eighth of a Pag
$30.
Column-Inch
$ 5.00 (to run once)
Looking For a Job
Column-Inch
'
$ 4.00 (to run 4x)
Get your resume
Column-Inch
$ 3.50 (to run ax)
professionally typed
Column-Inch
~ . Numerous listings in
and printed for less than the
excess of a are negotiable
cost of xerox copying.
with The Ticker
Call Janet's Typing Services
733-3236' or 682-1341
.342 Madison Ave.
Checks should be made payable to The Ticker.
Bet. 43rd·~ 44th St., .

Deadline for filing ads is Wednesdays.

Room 270
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"F.M.": Naatat:ic at All
Welcome to 'the Hotel California.·

BOOkShelf'.

IF YOU DON'T INVADE MY'
I NTIMA'IE,ZONE ... by T & G
Aylesworth (Condor $2.25) The
'by Jay Moskowitz
In an age where Scott Muni fierce controversy. In fact, this appearance' singing "Jumbling
Aylesworths have traveled the
'~F.M." is a cliche-dominated does commercials for the .Navy, movie is so bpgus that they DiCe~" "Poor Pitiful Me~"· and
wordd and compiled information movie which appears to be-more 'it' seems incredible j.hat Dugin failed to realize that the station's "Love Me Tender." She may
about how to "decode" the a statement of California living' would feel that Army. com- call number, 71.1, was in fact riot waste most of her time with Jerry
manners, body language, social than ofFM Radio. It teaches the mercials would upset his format, part of the FM dial.
Brown, but she
has
best
att.itudes, etc. of foreign - viewer a number of things; one, In a state which celebrates Space
ass
in
Rock
and
Ron.
UnfortunThere was .one redeeming
cultures.
Californians have 'horrible taste Day, it's hard to believe that . factor to this ' movie. ", Linda ately, "FM" also shows us the
By doing' this, ,we also get a in music; two, California Army recruiters would provoke .. Ronstadt made an "in concert" biggest asses iD Rock and aen.
good look at American curtoms 'possesses the only Rock, bands
and ""the' psychological reasons who can play -a set without
for them, ,This light and en- working up a sweat; andf.hree. ,
"tertaining book' will quickly California kids don't know how
bring, you in and out of many to riot, - they ~hould, stick to
cultures and, customs and,
surfing.
The Michael Hennesy Mime (Eagle, First Date, etc.) although, Sayer. The' 'combination of
hopefully, will make you think
"F.M." contained only one and Music Theatre is now there were some clever gestures clarinet and accordian was
about people.
surprise; why did Steely Dan playing at the American Place. such as a flutter of the fingers to surprisingly -effective and
Hennessy's main attraction is show someone else talking on the beautiful as ,a background for the
THE BROOKE BOOK by lend credibility to this class B
'
mime, as well as on it's- own
Brooke Shields (Wallaby $3.95) movie? Otherwise, from the the music of Dan Blegen and telephone.
,
Eric
Sayer.
The
red
shadow
spotlight
on,
terms. They've released an
Fy fans of Brooke Shields, star opening scene of speeding to the
Michael Hennessey is to mime the eagle as-. it, flew into the album of the music, so if the .
tJ
f!..f Pretty Baby; The Brooke time of "Life in the Fast Lane"
Book will be, a treasure. There to the closing scene of 'the cor- what Rod McKuen is to poetry; sunset was captivating, and so mutton-ehopped mime doesn't
are over a hundred photos of this porate magnate coming to rescue pleasant but unfulfilling. The was the "Classical Cartoon delight you, the cartoon music
very beautiful young woman, of his little radio, station, ,the skits were not very creative Music" performed by Blegen and can.
from her early advertisements to movie was completely predicthe most recent photo which,
table.
posing Brooke as. a twelve year
"F.M." is about a nonold seductress, are quite campy.
progressive - radio station',
There's one shot where she QSKY. It's format is comparable
"looks frighteningly
Judy ,to that of WPLJ's, but a bit,
,
Garland. It's her' ears and looser.' It's D.J.'s .speak from
by Linda Brockington
In February 1974, during his for governor.l" ·Gabe ,Pressman
, eyebrows.
their hearts, with non-stop
Investigative reporter Allan time with the .Village Voice, at WNEW-TV News' did the
THE GREAT AMERICAN cliches and low voices. The term Wolper has editedrout all the Michael Goldstein, publisher 'of story and gave cove:r21ge_!o__ ._'_' __ . ~
"CRAZIES by James Haskins "set" apparently is not a part of spare time in his schedule. the three month old Sobo Wolper and the paper.
(£ondor$I.95) More-than ju~ta- their vocabulary. The trouble Besides writing a regularcolumn Weekly News, offered ·Wolper·a
One of Wolper's favorite.
....
name-dropping. compilation of' begins when the "company". f_he .Soho Weekly News, he is "job. The offer amounted to a $10 columns was "Headlines Will'
,(
weirdos, Haskins cites Luis demands· that QSKY's Program also' the managing.editor of the salary, stock in the 2Q-pa-ge Haunt You" about his publisher.
.Roberto Costa, who ".swa~owed Director, J eft Dugin (played paper. To fill in any idle newspaperv'and a desk in Soho's Wolper, who 'belongs to . the
38 marbles o~ a bet. HIS s~mach boringly by Michael Brandon) air moments, Wolper is the New office, which was Goldstein's loft I.R:E. (Investigative Reporters
rattled alarmingly, .so a neighbor Army commercials.
York correspondent for the and smaller than a classroom.
and Editors), went to the
took him to a hospital, ~ : r.
.
Detroit Evening News and
Wolper did a few more pieces . organization's seminar in Indoctors said he. was in no danger.
)
.
P~ade magaz~e, contributing - for theVoiee, ~en moved to the. dianapolis. 'At one' of the
editor,forEmpu'e magazme, and S.oho Weekly News in April. A
meetings Jack Anderson, a top
_
.Presumably,
th~_ ~~~~~~
c
fr.ee-.1a
•
for
.
"
'pass~d/;-F4H"--t~~~, __ .,_.".
,.~-.
.~Dce ,~wn.ter""vanous_·,mainfaGtoJ:,-iD--his decisiOn-was.a ,invatjptivereporter~.~, __ ,~ . ~~_~
you' might like to know .that
- "..
pul>.licatio~.· , .
friend'sremsrk that if he con- by' 'Wolper: admitted to· baviDg,-. ,-'.~
. ---n---Vaierie--Perrine'-:-liv~in--an------ --J()IlnJ2t?"()ltCL-'--- _. --WolpeF---gFaeuateEl-from-New, ._- tinue<t-to write-for-the--Sobo' 'he---stock-in---the--BiploznaV National..:--;- ,-~
apartment with six great Danes.
York University in 1965 and could not writefor the Voice.
Bank, owned by Reverend Moon.
~
. John D. Rockefeller, Sr., found
started writing. for
the
"I was ridiculed by my friends" and his followers. Although
out his family was going to give
I'm a disco flunkie
Providence Journal in Rhode and told I was sick for working Wolper felt the information
him a $6,000 electric auto to ride
But a juke box junkie,
Island. Although he missed New for Soho," said Wolper, but his should be printed, he did not
about his estate. He told them,
And under this mask
York, he believes that the choice turned out to be a good "want to antagonize Anderson.
"If it's all, the- same to you, I'd
Lies a mad hatter #10
Providence' Journal influenced one. As the paper grew, so did After he finished the column,
rather you give me the money."
A hell of a bad dancer
his decision to become an in- Wolpers responsibilities. He Wolper informed Goldstein
. __ Now what's socrazyaboutthat?
.AI1~tJ.!r:al..dj§~_sj.er ,
ve~t!g.li_~y~~!"epor_~!._'.'~_~~!~'S_J)egan writing a column, moved about the story and told him to
'"
'God
.
the best paper in the 'country," on to editiilg,-and-then beCame- -'pliy-ao:wn'-tlie iilCiaeIit whenne---"-I'm frustrated
said .Wolper. "They're the on.es Senior Editor, During this time, made up a headline. Goldstein's
UP FROM NIGGER by Dick
2 down
who worte about Nixon's taxes. he was also working at ABC-TV headline read "Jack Anderson
Gregory with James McGraw
1 left
If you're looking for a job, it's and using his desk at the net- and Reverend Moon Own A
(Fawcett $1.95) "I had a heck of
.one of the best places to get work to run the paper.
Bank Together."
So the book shows
a . trial 'in Birmingham,
I'm in town
experience." .
Wolper was enraged and
Alabama .-.. Don't get me
Since
his
days
in
Rhode
Island,
At
this
point,the
paper's
decided
to Write a story atButI left
-wrong. I-didn'tmind that allW olper has had ample op- expansion started. The Sobo was tacking the publisher. Because
Cause I carr'tdisco yet
white jury. It was those sheets!"
portunities to build, on that distributed at 20 newsstands Goldstein never reads the copyIn this body
Gregory must be very strong to
experience, For three and a half when he switched jobs in 1974. before the paper is printed, .the
A spirit lies rotting
Keep a sense of humour about
years, he was a political writer Today the, weekly has '1,350 column, "Head~Will Haunt
And behind th~se motions
things that are definitely riot
for the New York Post. While newsstands, with-plans of 1,600 You," was published. Goldstein
A rhythm drives
funny, but that's' what
covering presidential campaigns, in the. fall. "We've (Soho) been was infuriated, but finally
But this driver can't hide
comedians and social critics are
It's not a natural shift and slide , Wolper discovered that he, did skirting with prosperity for calmed down after Wolper's
about, and he's one of the best.
not enjoy being on the road. several years now," said Wolper colleagues around ,town started
God
"But there are times when
"Traveling isn't glamorous," he on 'March 14th. "We've just saying that Soho was a liberal
I hate it
you've got to do little tommin'.
,r:'
j'
'......:said. "There's nothing like become competitive about an paper for allowing an article to
2 down
If you don't like to be-thought of
>
Monday night in' Canton, Ohio, hour and a half ago. The real run 'that attacked its own
1 left
as an Uncle Tom,. think of. It as
to teach you that."
estate people have pulled out publisher.
So the book shows
your Civil rights kit. I remember
Before working full-time at the their ads from the Village Voice
Although he says the goal of
I'm down
one time I was' down here in,
..
'Soho Weekly News, Wolper and come to ~.- That's what the SohOWeekly News is to
2 left feet
Mississippi, and the sheriff
_experimented with radio' and made the Voice." Althou~~e ~make a lot of money, Wolper and
Is all I own
chased me all the way to the'
television and wrote for the paper does not make' much the rest of the staff pride
airport. I was justenough ahead, .I got the fever
Village Voice. He, produced his' money from the actual, ad- themselves on the paper's. inBut I'm not a leader
/ ,-'of him to make -it.out of town. I
own _ half-hour talk show on 'vertisments" the readershipwill vestigative' reporting. "It's'a
...... ~"
_/
went up to the airline counter
And under my feet
WRVR" nullo with politicians' greatly increase due to the happy situation for me," Wolper
Lies someone else's toes
and said, 'Reservations for Dick
and audience call-ins. "I learned importance of the real estate said. '''Having a place -t9say
You can let it flow
Gregory.' The-white cat behind
, politicians were boring," Wolper- section. .
exactly what you wantand how
But I'll never stop the show
the counter said, 'We ain 'tgot no
stated. "'Everyday people are
Up to now a major reason for you feel-you really can't ask for
God
reservations for no damn Dick
better. Radio is exciting but v~ry the paper's growth was Wolper's anymore."
._ . ,-I'm frustrated
Gregory.' I scratched my head,
difficult because you don't get column about Bronx Democratic
The Soho was the only paper-in
2qown
shuffled a little closer, and said,
"people's reactions. I used to look • Leader Pat' Cunningham. "1976 the city that reprinted the'
1 left
'Mr. Gregory is sure gonna be
..."
,at the' engineer and try to make was a big year," said Wolper. .1.R~E.'s PhoeniX Report about
. ad;'
So the book shows
m
.
him laugh."
"We started getttngcoverage iJl ' the car bomb murder' of. Don'
I'm drowned
Gregory takes us up to Ford's
At ABC-TV's Eyewitness the media. The paper got some 'Bolles, a reporter who . ~eaJSd-,
My ego's anchored
fime (the president remember?)
News, Wolper wrote -news copy credibility when they broke the political scandals in PhOenix,."
By my feet of stone
and makes us writhe unand
some.~imes appeared on the
story that Pat Cw~nningham'had Arizona.- BeCause' the;
'by Thomas fJesimondo '
comfortably with the truth of
ai!.' "I Was fj D 8 D cially secure," taken out a $50,000 bank loan could not afford to· send ODe of
America.
said. but that 'was not enough. .' and got it to CareY (when he ran
'
Coa~ ~ Paae U
-S.K. ,
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Editorial
-

'.

We'v~

been trying our best to keep political biases out of the Ticker
except where they belong, on the Ed and Op- Ed pages. Some of the
Op-Ed pieces we run are lengthy, but we have printed them intact'
because they have something to say. If tbere'sanything going on
that you think we should know about, write! That's the reason we're
here.

)

•

Farrakhan, ..W right & Neier
Whether or not you agree with their ideas,' the guest speakers
sponsored by our clubs have done us an invaluable service. They have
.made us think.
The educational process brings us ideas which we accept or reject.
No matter which way we react to them, the important thing is to
keep the ideas flowing.
Louis Farakhan, Bruce Wright, and Aryeh Neier: have done more
." for us than most of our classroom experience. They brought con" troversial ideas into an otherwise staid Baruch.

Congress shall make no law•••
The appearance of Aryeh Neier reminded us of our responsibility as
journalists to provide a public forum for the expression of all ideas.
Mr. Neier appealed to us "not to ever allow any government to say
who may speak and who may not. I don't trust the goveriunent to do
these things for me ...' "
,
He again stated that the "antidote to Nazi poison is free speech."
This was glaringly demonstrated by the well-meaning but dangerous
querie made by one student:
"Why don't we repress theNazis like we did the Communists?"
Think about it.
/
<":;
..._.-

...•/

,I
Letters
-..

fortunately, little or no progress
As we" all_,know,
- - . .Baruch; and
the other City' University has been made.
While xtalking with one high
Colleges, start classes later, and
finish off later than many other . ranking member of student
government, I discovered that a
schools. Our schedule is interrupted down the home stretch plan was in motion to slightly
by" the winter recess (in the fall al ter the calendar. This
term) and Memorial Day alteration would have 'Fall term
Weekend (in the spring).
classes end before Winter recess,
-, Isn'tttalorto ask of-students" but finalsafter it. A plan such as .
.
most of whom are in their late this is left better unhatched.
teens and' early twenties, parWhy can't we have a new and
- tially or completely unemployed, improved calendar? Is it that the
and looking for relaxation, with administrative burden of such a·
no - school work during a
change would be too great? I
, vacation, to give finals and such . sincerely hope that this is not the
, after a recess. I think so.
How many of us really feel like
studying during Christmas
week, when friends from other
schools are home on holiday,
awaiting their grades and having
a good time? How many. of us
long to spend the usually To The Editor:
summery
Memorial
Day
I am aware that SOIn,e people
Weekend preparing for exams?
have criticized the Law Society
An earlier start (of no more for allowing Mr. Aryeh Neier,
than three or four weeks) would National Executive Director., of
have us completely finished with the A.C.L.U. to speak at our
the term by the time, vacation meeting of Thursday, May 4th,
comes along. Why not make the on the topic of the Nazi Party's
sacrifice of a shorter vacation:---right to march in Skokie, Illinois.
once,' to bring about the bet- As President of the Society, I
terment of 'an altered scholastic feel the obligation to briefly
calendar?
address myself to that criticism.
As in the case of most good
First and foremost, Mr. Neier
ideas, I am not the first to this of was invited because the Law
this Changes, in the school Society seeks speakers and
cale dar have been talked about topics which will interest and
. for y
s by Baruch students.
stimulate its membership, which
In
own time, I am told that is primarily pre-law students.
proposals for such alterations The Skokie case involves an
have. been placed before the. important question of Conschool "fathers.r'Two new clubs stitutional Law r and is of
- Sigma Epsilon Xi and Sigma legltiJ¥te interest to those
Iota-Nu ' - have ,tried to concerned with the law regarchampion' this cause. Un- dless of their personal position.

---

-

.
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-. .
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...

excuse being given to our
studentleaders:1fitis, everyone
is being had.
It's not as though such a
calendarical breakthrough would
cause heavy work loads more than
twice - and mast probably only'
'once - during intersession periods. After this, everything will be
-baclr tunormal. '
I hope that something will
done about this before my
graduation. Alas, I am fast
approaching my Junior year, and
time is running out.
Stuart Levy
"

Neier 8l Nazis
The meeting was wefL
publicized, and all non-members
who showed up were welcomed,
as they always are., Everyone
who wished to voice an opinion
was permitted to. Most of the
audience behaved with admirable' restraint ,under the
circumstances, but unfortunately, a small number
went beyond the limits of good '
taste in their actions.
I believe that a university
should not be simply a place to
.sit, in lectures and take exams. It
should .be a forum for the exchange, of ideas. If the only
discussion we have is with people
who agree with us, we can 'learn
nothing. By engaging In debate
an Individual whom ·we disagree
With, we have an -opportwiity
both to learn' something, and to

- -
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Where DoOur Fees Go?.
Maybe it.doesn't matter to you distinction to day or evening that Dean Finkelman has a staff Students representative in the is it the -Dean of Students .stfll . .
where the money goes; but to' status, after all they were and· of 7 (all paid. generously with evening and little access to these lectures? Is it because he can
this writer it does; I work very still are being paid by Day and student fees) there are long persons, during the day. Yet control th~ students? ...
hard for' my money, therefore I . Evening fees.
waits, curt answers and at 5:00 during I5Dean Senour's tenure
In summary
ask yourself these
.
am- a c.oncerned student. When . 'When Dean Senour resigned, a doors are bolted, Exactly what ,$80,000 was spent on Student questions:
Dean Senour was the Dean of hand picked replacement-Jay do Evening Students receive for Activities. . Perhaps
Dean 1. Why is less mOJey going to
Students, the actual money Finkelman was acclaimed an their. monetary contribution to Finkelman feels. his presence in student· activities'· and much
spent directly for students' ideal Dean of Students. His Dean F.inkelman's priv¥tte Psychology I lectures and his more to. the salaries of those
activities was about 60 to 80 credentials afforded him the employment sanctuary.
.
outside personally gratifying preferred by the Dean..
thousand dollars .per year, and acclaim of the facutty, students - This is bad but by moving over interests justify his spending . 2. Why are there n0'Y less clubs :
there were many _activities for and administration alike. U n- to the 22nd Street Student 'more money on his staff. Even to and why is it harder to form.
students in· and around Baruch. fortunately, this acclaim
was., Genter, it becomes an ac- the untrained mind, this is a rip- clubs now .hat we have DrvFr-iz .
.
There ···were four· members to premature as his conspicuous countants horrendous night- off and deserves investigation by who is supposed to facilitate this
Dean Senour ' s
staff and absence from inany student mare and a management major's almost all students. This writer very activity ~ - Clubs have
students always had access to organization functions soon futile quest forC?>-productivity. fully ~ reali~_.~~ . the potential dropped from ·91 to 64 since
'the Dean of Students. In the proved him. to be one who con- Under Dr. Senour Student presence arid power which this our "gain" of Dr. Friszas.Director
Student Center his staff was the sidered himself to be above the Center boasted a staff. of 4 dean can exert through his of Student Activities. Just try
most active· in, helping and "lowry" Baruch student. It was consisting of. Peter W ronsky, teaching . duties.
Students forming a club and experience
working toward students' needs. , not only by his absence that his Director of Student Center with participating in "these investiga- the rather blatant s-- you are put
His staff consisted of the lack of concern was manifested;· . AI~unzo as his assistant plus tive dCtivities should. be careful through. And
Director
of Student Center, his . his complete revamping of the .2 coun~ the evening.
in this writer's opinion. Contrary 3. Takea walk through Student
.- Presently we- still retain Peter to Dean Finkelman's protesta- Denter and see how your money
assistant, two Counsellors and a office' staff has resulted in
·-Wrons~y,-we-added
a PhD in Dr. tions, . he must cersainly have is being spent; it isn 't being
tetephone-: operator. -In thev inordinateamounts of time that
~
evening. he.' would have two students must endure for an Ruth ,Friz. ($19,000) and her "grade power" and if his office is spent on you. ..
assistants: The' Dean .end/or a appointment with the dean. It is assistant at $12,000- and even not above limiting/the: freedom of ARE YOU REALLY GETIiNG
member of his staff were always difficult to conceive _that when with retaining 2 counselors, it is the press, I do not feel that a bor- THE MOST FOR YOUR
available when 'students were Dean Senour had a staff of 4 increasingly difficult to fa thorn derline grade of 'D" for Psy I will MONEY?
Henry P. Testa
having an event, giving . no there was never a wait and now why·
there is no. Dean of not receive a grade of .. F". W-hy
~

~
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suppose, a minority studies attending such meetings. .I:Ie made known .his decision in my
professor. And this, I. have used to boast that another case, I contacted. the Black arid
learned, is not looked upon as woman who had taught in his Hispanic Program at Baruch
attractive
background
in department, a Professor Parrilla, about the possibility of a line
departmen ts of Romance would never be able to find there..The Chairman, Professor
languages and literatures. which employment again---m-New York, Harrison Tucker, advised me to
are usually referred to as about since he was "powerful" enough wait for the decision, because
should the.awarrl be negative. he~
- ·-der-handedness-behind--the-scenes-was---teach.ing--had---been-clos~ the .most__conservative depart-.. J_o_p~eventit._~ ~_
felt
that the - Personnel and
and' on the surface. Thus I The
union
representative· ments of all American univerAt the end of my first semester
presented my case to the union checked with the administration sities. Furthermore, it is at City, I put in writing my Budget Committee would not be
representative vas political and and was informed that I had no, significant to point out here that impressions of the dictatorial receptive.
For two years now, fhave been
( requested ·~hat .the union defend - contract for the following year.
in 1975 statements had been rule in that department, together
\ it as such. He insisted on doing it Why then hadn't I filed earlier? made in the Puerto Rican with my resignation, .and passed teaching part t~t, for the
differently. Since there was a Earlier than what, I asked, And Studies Sequence of the Black on without break to Hunter Board of Education (at The
.
"' I
breach of -academic due process the arguments were- repeated and Puerto Rican Studies College. I had been at Hunter Bronx House of
. Detention for
because I had not been notified over and over to boredom. Department at .Hunter College, one semester when a director Menl and at Hostos Community
~ of the non-renewal of contract 9Y Finally, the case was lost, with
to theeffect that professors not came to my home to suggest that. , College; and for the past year at
the administration, he thought the justification quoted.
retained by that department I present my resignation" im- Baruch, after Professor Tucker
the case had to be defended on
If I Iost in a friendly academic could not be hired again by any mediately: I explained to this told me that in Springmf 1977
those grounds, no official court of arbitration, among other' department of Puerto man that I did not make it a "we could talk business." No full
notification
be Such a precedent colleagu~s,. why, ex~se my Rican studies. In fact, the habit of presenting resignations. time .position developed in
could not be established, he and health again by appealing to a
troubles around: my person in I had good reasons for doing so Spring '77, but I took the part
other union members assured regular court of law, especially New York started taking body before, but not then. That time since Professor T. said the
me.
~
since I had no job or income? To when I started teaching at City director had been recommended line 'had a good chance of
A year went by before the preserve my sanity I decided to College in 1972.
for his job by the chairman' from materializing in the Fall.
Professional Staff Congress was a v 0 i d
fur the r
" l.e g a I "
A Committee> Pro Academic City College..
It did not materialize in the
able to take my case. In the proceedings. I am a Puerto Rican Freedom invited me to their
Over the years, the depart- Fall, but I took a part time again
meantime I was informed by the woman who was raised among meetings. The issue under ments of Puerto Rican studies (this time only one class was
•
lawyer assigned to me. that, the the poor in Puerto Rico. By discussion was: There were have experienced a decline in offered), since Professor T.
arbitrator originally assigned average U.S. social and political rumors substantiated by quality. Their fraternal college assured me that there were more
(about whom he had previously standards, I am judged newspaper articles that led that Bilingual ·programs have ex- . than enough students at Baruch
expressed "great hopes" since progressive.
Committee to suspect that the perienced .the same fate. In 19~8 for another full-. ti,nleline .: in
..she was reputed : to be ex-'
Starting two years ago,after Government of. . the . Com- it looks as if the 1972 Committee Hispanic studies (there's only
.ceptionally good; solid), had been the Professional Staff Congress monwealth of Puerto Rico was Pro Academic Freed~m's one fulltin].e faculty at the
. changed --fOr another 1 arbitrator, . lost my' case, I have been ap- teaming ·up with .the CUNY suspicions were solidly based.
present), and that he would briDg
for reasons unknown to him. The plying for an Associate administration in order to
About five years ago.vsome up my case to the attention of
case' was lost on 'grounds that Professorship in my. field at centralize and control-tliehiring students from Baruch College the Dean for September '78.
- although there was an element of practically all the few colleges of. teaching personnel for all approached me about teaching in Professor R. and lrea~·•the
confusion
concerning .that have announced. this Puerto Rican studies depart- Baruch and forming here a . agreement that if full time
notification, I 'had been given vacancy in the New 'XQ.rk m,nts, as well as of other staff, . Puerto Rican studies -depart- employment did not develop for
sufficientclues to interpret that metropolitan area and vicinity. and of the. concession of ment, an invitation that I did not September, I would Dot. be able
the administration -did not Wish My field is Hispanic literature. Scho18rshipsand other forms-of accept. since I·was teaching then . to teach a COJ1l'se-. he .offered·.me
in,·
to r:enewmy contr8ct,·'rhe main After teaching three continuous assistance. to the stude~ts in at Hooter. Even before the for the summer•. another .
and only point of argument was years at CUNY~ Puerto Rican··.· .those studies. The department. arbitrator appointed by the -Colltin~'. Education. :for oe-. ..:
cOa't:~·PI:J"'···
the following: If I -understood studies, I am-...-:"Considered,· I . chairman reacted violently to my ~fessional Staff Co~···had
In August 1978 it will be three that I had received no official
years since my contract as an notification, why was I filing a
Associate Professor. of Puerto claim with the union? I explained
Rican Studies was not renewed that I filed because m~tudents
at Hunter College of CUNY. I had started coming-to me saying
had sufficient evidence and they had been told at
witnesses on politicking un- (registration that the courses I
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(Continued from Page 9)
the o.man who h~d' slandered me around our financial unfolding.' person unfit to be entrusted with tified?, unidentified? members of
tober, nor would I be' able to behind my back .had left. My The affluent media may be the development of young and other CllNY branches, who
complete ththe Spring semester students were bubbling Wi'h denied to us. But honest heads other minds.
questioned and objected to my
now, since I felt that I should quotations from Dr. Robert {Bob are not undone by crumpling . The Chronicle- of Higher-·<,t~ching, even one part time
then go to Puerto Rico ~o try and. Martinez. (whom I do not know hands.
-Education, (0 quote one per- Class at Baruch, I am sure that
contact administrators there and who does not know' me.)
A person may De considered -tinent publication, has published this colleague, must have read OF
'before the- school year was over. Some of the quotations from the "grata,' or "non grata" in a series of articles on FBI-CIA heard, somewhere along his
We agreed on this.
colleague who left before I got to relation to others. For instance, involvement
in
Amer-ican career as. college professor
On Monday April 10 Professor the classroom were: I)Dr. Bob to draw an illustration from our universities and colleges. These (especially being where he is, in a
'I'ucker called me on the Martinez did not know why : colonial history, the Puerto articles are informative and field of minority studies), o(FBItelephone to inform' me that he Professor Harrison Tucker had Rican, employee who functions ~n,lytical of an existing reality CIA tacti~ as '"'" discussed in
.hadtalked to the Dean and that said that Mr..Herminio Martinez indiscriminately on behalf of the wnich has become questionable reference to American colleges in .
the line had not developed. I would be in class on Friday 14, colonizing forces in Puerto Rico, not only by more progressive American publications. The
. reminded him of our agreement.
since Mr. Herminia was in and frequently even beyond the elements, but by conservative'''l American system of education,
He said 'he understood, and Baltimore giving some talks. 2) expectations of those forces, are elements as well.
M'o s t whichhas much to be desired in
thanked me for my services at Why hadI said that I was-going subjects traditionally known as colleagues who have' a con- practice, has likewise some areas
Baruch, wishing me good luck to Puerto Rico, since I was not I a eke y s, who will, un - seryative stand on life and on the to be encouraged and followed
._. ~~et~~a._! su~~~~ted _t~at I _~~? .wanted__ tllere. 3) Dr. RQ~r~ _ derstandabl~_~onsider ? ~rs~n m~t~er ort~~£~~g~~~~eal~~s ~~_t~.
__ ~ __ ~
___ _~
to ao somethipg or wnte some Martinez had received calls from "grata" if that person fits within their rights and prerogatives,'
If one looks intelligently at
explanation. He assured me this various branches of CUNY their orientation, "non grata" if which they feel should not yield this .system, one will find
would be unnecessary, ~e would asking him why I was teaching. "the person does not profess with to outside non academic in- significant theoretical provisions
take care of everything, and at Baruch, and expressing him or her.
fluences or groups. The that can and should be carried to
thanked me again. I started disgust. 4) I am from Puerto
On the other hand; by -my progressive. forces and the practice. Academe professional
making preparations for leaving Rico and so I can not teach on standards, and those of others, a conservative forces in academe- ethics, for one, bind self
for Pue~to Rico.
Puerto .Rican problems of New colleague who will abuse another as well as in life in general-are respecting members of the
But on Wednesday Aprill~;at . York. 5)My P~D is in literature, in absentia, is most likely to be necessary and complementary to American teaching profession
about 11 A.M., I received, thus I am unfit to teach in other an opportunistic being, trying each other. The arena for (conservative as
well
as
another telephone call from areas. 6) Furthermore. I am pard to ingratiate himself or thought struggle has to exist. progressive) to a first colleagueProfessor Tucke: to inf~rm me "persona non grata," etcetera. 7) herself by means of a' mistaken Otherwise education, and life in to-colleague fraternal chat over
that he had 'met WIth my .. When )iSked by some students and crumbling weapon, in order general, would turn into a robot- such questions as rumors or
students, after they contacted why'fie was makingdefamatory to prove that he or she is a
like mechanization; uninspiring, claimed irregularities. Followed
him, and that he was surprised .Jemarks_ behind my back, Dr. member in good ~tanding of the " creativity absconded. An arena up, if necessary, by a ~epartment
to learn that I had not shown u.p Bob Martinez responded by college. commumty. A person or open battleground of thought fraternal chat. Especially where
in.class, and had expressed this saying that he was entitled to his who strikes deviant blows and is a must.
behind' the scenes, hidden
su~rise to ~y students. ~ft~r I opinions. 8) Dr. B.M. clarifi~d exits .0pportu~IY' is, by my
Behind the scene~. ?ehind the _so~ces _~f_ information are to
reminded him of the detailed that he was "not taking sides" in standards and those of others, 'back punches
a irne d
a t affect tn~ career and only means
conversation.s and the agreement my situation, and left.
."persona non ata " of the bad disfiguring permanently, can not, of m~g... a living of other
we had reached, Professor T:
"
kind.. People, and especially be permitted as part of the colleagues. Should' these initial
remembered but he said that
The collea~e said more than I students, should not be -op- positive arena of thought steps fail to bring relief, college
somehow he felt I was. going to have summanzed ab~ve. I ~o portunistically confused with struggle and growth. When Dr. administration meetings with
finish the semester. Concerned not recall any more pOInts at this cliches. Particularly. when those Robert Martinez "informed" my. the colleague' irivolved present,
about my. students possi~le moment. But .1 believe .~t. the clichesare meant to destroy one students that he had received whoultt be explored. These are
impression of irresponsibility on . ~bove . const.itutes, suffI~l:nt· not present. A person who calls (and why he?) from iden_,
t Continued on Page 12)
my part. I told Professor T. that. ground In support of.my ~OSltIon strikes. behind one's back IS a
I would still be in New York on that Dr. Robert Martinez of
C/
Friday 14 and that I felt I should f Baruch College has incurred in a
talk to them even if it was for very serious breach of academic
five minutes. Professor T. replied. propriety~.amongother things.
that this would be "an unWhy did this colleague present
necessary coirfrontation," since himself in a class that was ex.h e
had
already
made pecting a new instructor? The
arrangements with a Professor students were expecting exHerminio Martinez who would planations and instruetions
be "in tharFriday to take 0 v er.
-ceneeening the----alr~dy ---£{ffi-Although I did not understand flicting situation of having to
Professor Tucker's point of adjust to a new instructor for the
"unnecessary confrontation," ba lance of the semester.
and I told him so, I agreed not to Whether Dr. Robert Martinez
go in person to give a verbal had received instructions. to
explanation, abut to send in- mee~ my students o~ Friday
stead a written one. Which I did. April 14 from the Chairman of
Also I took the opportunity to the department, or from
write a note to Mr. Herminio whatever source. this man had
Martinez wishing him good no right to do what he did.
CHANTE
work, and to send directly to him
I am told that Dr. Robert
the roll book and pertinent class Martinez says he is Puerto
information rather than mail Rican. We Puerto Ricans
KEEPSAKE MEANS
them to the department.
proceed from a colonized and (
PERFECTION ...
But that Friday April 14, I thus highly divided society,
Guaranteed in writing
received another telephone call pragmatically u t il ized, and
for perfect clarity, fine
at about 9:30 A.M., from a utilizing, throughout many,
white color, and precise
student who informed me that many generations.. Knowing that
cut. Registered permathe new instructor Herminio I, a woman professor, hired on anently and protected
Martinez was not in class. In- $66.00 a week part time jobagainst loss.
stead Dr. Robert Martinez (the which provides my only source of
only 'full tim~ faculty of the income~a-m try~ng hard within
Hispanic section of the depart- an unfair educational system, ~o
~istered Diamond Ri~
ment) was there, doing, as the get back on my feet, why has this
student put it "a character man ~aken _ o~ the rol~. of
assassination" of me.' Being executioner zrying to propitrate
.framed is not a new experience to crushing blows on a struggling
me. This time the idea of a frame head?
Michele Morgan Serge Reggiani .
up ..seemed particularly nonHeads like mine, who have
on all name brand
in Claude Lelouch's CAT & MOUSE
with Valerie Lagrange and I~Je"::'a"::'n"::,-,,p;.r..ie-r-re---'A-u-m-o-n:"'71tl
sensical. I was financially and learned valuable lessons from
rings· wristwatches
neckchains· bracelets
professionally, unhighlighted, other heads that have helped
Written and Directed by CLAUDE LELOUCH
.
charmsnecklaces,
etc.
Music by Francis Lai· A Robert A. McNeil Presentation
tl.?ing back for the colony. Why sha~ a ~tter world, based. on
by Quartet Films, Inc.
Distributed
this now? I told the student I considerations other than irnFOREVER KEEPSAKE
was on my way, to Baruch, to be mediate or' long range pe~SOllal
DIAMONDS LTD.
NOW PLAYING
117
W.•5Ofh
Street.
able to respond directly to the benefit, are not crushed easily by
New York. New York 10020
3rdAteat.6OthSt_'
Pl.36022
"accusations."
open or hidden blows. A
Time & Ute Bldg.
Tel. 541-7560.
"When I got to the classroom, blockade my be tightened
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by Mat Baskin
.On Wind and,.. Wuthering,
Genesis' previous studio album, '.
it seemed as if they were getting
ready for the, big leagues, Not
. everything worked, but what did
beautiful." ··You Have Your
Own Special Way~' was almost a
classic.: 'The album still, sounds:'

was

--~-_._-~

fr~lCr'fhe:;:·'~h~~~~~We-~~

'EVOLUTION (THE 'MOST ,music that may "sometimes' be
special interest is keyboardist self-penned country songs that
Gen~sis '.' new
RECEN~)
by - Tal Mahal' derivative, but is never less than
Leon Pendarvis' tune Sing A
work, and the· second almost' Three.' .. ,
(Warners BSK 3094)Taj Mahal thrilling. - His voice has. gotten Happy Song, a cut you should sounds like': the best rock Atlantic album, is very
All
of
their
continues his enchantment with much.more hoarse (was. he sick ---put on to start your day right; a balladeers..The key to the music fruatrat.ing.
technique is there, but none of
West Indian niusic and gives us" when he recorded these tracks?)
natural for a sinzle.
here is that it is real.
.
a delicious albuIP chock full of and it sounds very sexy. Of
QUARK STRANGENESS &
DIZZY GILLESPIE & ROY their spirit. The playing and
CHARM' by HawkWind (Sire ELDRiGE-Diz and Roy (Verve singing are listless, perhaps
SRK 604:7) Hawkwinds s-f ,VE2-2524) Ail .excellent twofer because the" songs are so uninTHE FIN~ECO FORUM ANNOUNCES
,fantasies sound like Bowie 'had a reissue of the Trumpet Kings spirmg.
ELECTIONS OF OFFICERS
Thesingl~.·F~w. Y-ouFollow ..
------+----------- ' - ---£Gllision with RG-xy Musi£.--T-he---chock-·fu-ll- -ef-prirae-jaza- -r-ichies.·
.
DATE':
MAY 11,1978
titles tell all; Fable of a Failed Three albums have been put on Me . .· is okay, and a couple of
TIME:
12:00 NOON
Race, Damnation Alley, Days of two discs with excellent recorded other songs have their moments,
PLACE:
Room 638-26th Street Building
the Underground.
sound, and included' are stan- but most of this stuff is filler. '
Genesis may still have a great
All membersare urged to attend.
Hassan ]' Sahba, an Arabian dards such as Blue Moon and I
pipe dream, deserves special Can't Get Started; a beautiful album locked up inside them, but
END OF YEAR PARTY IMMEDIATELY mention both musically and for Ballad Medley, and a special this one isn't it.
its clever .lyrics ("petro dollar, treat, Pretty-Eyed Baby; where
FOLLOWING'
petrol d'allah ".) The title cut is Diz 'and Roy join in o~ the
featuring.
about what: despite all his vocals. This album is infectious.
genius, Al Einstein lacked,
Excellent sound, excellent
EDDIE MONEY
album.
by Sheara Baskin
Although It'S Eddie Money's
by Rocking Chair-first album, it certainly won't be
At last a fusion record I like!
THE ESSENTIAL PETE his last. Money has a lot of Vasant Rai's album Spring
SEEGER (Vanguard VSD 97/98) potential and displays it on Flower (Vanguard 79379) is as
,is a twofer of Pete's Folkways Eddie Money, (Columbia). - He delightful as a spring shower. It
material recorded between 1950 has an excellent voice with a rains joyous Indian music on us,
and ~974. A revealing interview. certain rawness like Mick infused' with western' infrom Pickin' magazine provides. Jagger's but-Money art.iculates, strumentationandmusicians,
the liner notes, and all you need. .: unlike Jagger, , who' mumbles.
Vasanl:"'Rai plays . sarod,
for good international folk music Money has a nice repertoire .of "-gliItar, flute, tambura, and is
singalong.
songs and varies the tempo.
' .joined by such jazz musicians as
, STELLA PARTON (ElektraEven though he's considered. Collin Walcott and . Jerry
6E-126) Not only does stella sing .punk. his' songs are true' rock. Goodman. The' result is a freee
better than sister Dolly, but she His 'guitarist enhances the songs' flowing dialogue between "the
. is a real person. No makeup and . with his superb playing, and the instruments that lets your mind
wigs, anditcomes through the combination is unbeatable.' The . and body expand. Unlike ~ost
music. Her country music avoids .album.cover leaves. much' to be 'attempts at mixing two types of
twangand appropriates the best desired, but don't let. that 'stop music, this is introspective,not .
•
. that" pop music offers, that is to . you. He's an . energetic and boring.
say. well constructed little .story- stinlulatingperformer who really·' I hope to hear much more from
: " ,J
songs.
. belts out his music,
.'
"Vasant Rai.' He also has:'a
. . I
AU records sold at Sam Goody's. Barry's Record Store', 23rd St. . . EDDIE RABBITT-Varieti.' .It'Ilprobablytakea few more . ,traditional Indian album. Ragas
between Lexington and -Park Avenue. $1.25 per 'copy. Willgiv . O~8 lElektra '6E-12'r) is another albums before his' ~eritis fully of MedittionaridHappiness,: on , . ~ .;.:·i
country record that won't scare appreciated; but. then again,' it VangUard's: -budget ~verym8n
free ticket T. V~ show upon purchase. '
"""'
. ". : .,':.J
',.'
you off. Th~ firstside-consists of mightnOt~"
"
Iabel(SRV 73013...)
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Book·81ues

Letters to the Editor

d~~'agree with Mr. Neier
or the A.C.L. U. in this case. I
am, 'like many Law Society
members, Jewish, and
many
woo 'are reading this article, lost
relatives In' the Holocaust." I
.. .believe we must be vigilant
against any threat to our liberty,
and that' we -should "never
again." . allow 'ourselves to be
driven' to the.' slaughterhouse.
But the cause' ofJewish freedom
I

like

..will . not be furthered by - exorganization sponsored the visit
of
Mr. Dreyfuss to Baruch?
cluding speakers like Mr" Neier
Second, where was this' event
from camppus, and· those who
.held?
think it will, I believe, are naive:
. After all. what student at this
-Very truly yqurs,.
David A. Ticktin . college' would not want to see
President,
Baruch
.
. .and talk to Richard Dreyfuss in
College Law Society person? He did star in "Close
Encounters of the' Third Kind"
and "The Goodbye G·irl. " All
students attending Baruch had
. Dear Editor:
the right to see him if. he did.
In the April ~6, 1978 Issue of - appear at this college'.
the Ticker, there was an article
Who's responsible for the visitreporting the appearance of of Richard Dreyfuss? .TheRichard Dreyfuss at this college. students of. Baru~ College are
. However, there were' several entjt.led to an answer.
important facts omitted.
Yours truly,
First,
what
club ""or
Howard Siers
c

0

.'0:

(Continued from Page 1)
one woman walk away with.two
which they sell the books'-are copiesvof the mammo~h''The
lower than those of Barnes and History of Art" book after she
N obles and the Lexington Book couldn't get a third copy comExchange. Once the books 'are fortably under-her coat. The five- .
fingers discount method is .the .
-'sold then the money- is: refunded
.
.
cheapest and most thrilling way
to you.
The - third way' that some of getting one's books. The only
students obtain their books, but expense is time, but most
that we do not encourage o~ students who get their books
endorse, is the five-finger this way, invest some, of their'
discount method. In our talks money into a good pair of
with clerks at Barnes and Nobles sneakers or-running shoes.
With the start of the summer
andBaruch's.college book store,
this is by far a rare occurence at session only a few 'weeks away;
their· stores.' Small textbooks we hope thci't· this series of sr:.'and paperback books are the ticles can be of some help to you.
favorite targets. .One clerk at . Best of luek . in the coming
Barnes and Nobles said he saw semester-and happy shoppin~.

.

..

,

'"j

,

.CI·A T·sc't:ics

Soho News
.

~-

.

(Continued from Page 7)
(Continued from. Page 10)
that refer to rumors and hidden
really dangerous.' he has' three
.-good. provisions, practiced- by sources as a mode of evaluating its own writers to work on the
children who were under' police
goodcolleagues. ".
colleagues in absentia. ,
story,· the staff decided to
protection two years ago and"
'~t is u:ni~ceptable.academic
Professors-chat feel at liberty publish the entire Phoenix
refuse to live with hun. "You're
ethical behavior for a college to walk into other colleagues' Report at an incredible' expense
threatened a lot." said Wolper,
professor to go behind another classrooms to do "character <:., to the paper and at the risk of - "but..there's a lot more ways of
'professor's back "informing" assassinations of the colleagues . being sued and going bankrupt,
hurting somebody than hitting
students . irresponsibly
of abse:pt',' rounding up their action
During his 13 years as an
them. John Washington of the
.. rumors. This constitutes a,' very with the coquettish non sequitur investigative reporter, Wolper
New York Times did-some of the
.questionable type of lbehavior,. "Of course, I am not taking sides has "written many outstanding
best reporting on--~ity affairs
which actpally amount· toip this situation," )-m::~ not .invest.igat.ive pieces. about
during the Lindsay adslander. It Iowers the qualityof deserving of the- trust placed in . unethical political practices.
ministration. One day his wife
reporting,'.'
'dIgnity that the American
them by a respectable college "Investigative
. college teaching profession administration nor of the trust according to Wolper, "is a pain
should be proud to stand by. I t
placed in them by the students of because everyone hates 'you
introduces' an .element of con-. that . college. I am not alone in including the people you work
.
'fusion among the students,
feeling that the Baruch College with-but it's a disease. It's part
creating' in .them' attitudes of faculty, and. administration have idealistic, and I'm sure it's
repulsion toward· the ·teaching the professional and ethical egotistical to an extent.."
One piece -revealing Herman
professionin general. W'hen. Dr.
obligation of
immediately
--' '-:-.-- Robert Martinez was met by correcting situations that place Badillo's use of numbers runreplies from students, such as . the ~ College. in an unfavorable ners in the South Bronx to get
"Your- opinions -st.ink," or "why . po si t ion' co n c ern i ng . i t.S out voters during the election
.
.
have you chosen to corne behind seriousness as an institution of made many of Wolper's fellow
this woman's, back to do this higher learning._
workers angry. They wanted
__Ticker Office
character assassinati6n?". he
But above all. this sad incident Badillo to win and did not think
was receiving the ~gusted cannot..be looked upon as an he should write,. the column.
.Student Center
criticism of a body of students,
inferior quarrel between two Wolper also wrote a .series of
Room 307
not only as an individual who
members of a minority group. It articles about the Lindsay adwas seen by the students' as . has to be looked upon as a sad ministration permitting lawyers
o
D
o
o
o
stooping low, but also as a
incident which if not remedied. on the city payroll to remain in
member of a profession that
will present to the public an private practice, which did not
'---Sliould know ""Defter:-lIiIs- act -- encouragIng--Ametican---c-otlege get raves-in-€ity-HaH:--While._ Wolper Lclaims that
gives -of Baruch College, and by 'administration vis-a-vis an
extension of the College's entire
academically
unacceptable investigative reporting is .not
staff, an unfavorable image. On
action from a member of its
the other hand, it speaks well for
faculty. That member of its
the students, who with all the
faculty happens to be a member Now, in response to a heart
obligations': problems, and ofof a, minority group that warming moral support from my
tentimes
confusions' that
proceeds from' the .. American students; I have decided to
surroun~ them, find enough '\ colony of Puerto Rico;, The
complete the semester. This,
clarity ~ their minds to tell a' colonizing power is always the everything considered, will mean
professor. who has acted wrong. responsible party in the chronic less confusion to their immediate
that his behavior "stinks."
divisive phenomena, since the objective of completing their
An academic body is made up role of main divisive instigator three credits. One of the major
of parts. When one .of the parts pertains historically to, the problems of the Puerto Rican
of the body limps out of colonizer, not the colonized. Dr. community is the manipulation
proportion. the whole body
Robert Martinez is only a at certain levels of persons who
suffers. I am sure that Baruch confused. apd confusing in- should, be responsible to that
College will stand in the
strument, conscious of this poor community. I have decided to
assertion of what an institution
role <?r not. This open letter has complete teaching the course
.. of higher learning should be.
gone into details. necessary, not "Major Selected Problems of the
Minds open to universal
to pinpoint individual guilts, but Puerto Rican Community." not
research from varied loci, area of
to denounce 'an illness provoked because of the money involved in
specialization, do not l1}ean, of _ by the catalytic of an en- it, or because of the future
course, intelligentsia ghet- -couraging anti academic, anti promised at Baruch. I came baek
toization. Had research and
u n i v er si t y
climate.
This because my students wanted me
conclusions been left to the
denunciation has the good aim of back, and I· realize-zhat 'in the
authorities or "personas grata". pressing the faculty .. and ad- . midst. of waters troubled by
of the nazi system, history would
ministration of .Baruch College unhealthy fishing practices,. I
nocbe elucidated .today on that into ascertaining a valid image.
have' succeeded in' planting the
period of human- conflict. The academically, intellectually and seed of dignity of a search for
• university may not be an in- ethically. This is the spirit in
human rights, I may 'never see
tellectual ghetto. This· is a
which I have presented the very my Baruch students again after
necessary reminder•. not only in questionable, in fact, strange,
this term, but I have an
.. face of the ignorant. attack on breach of professional ethics _ educator's conviction' that seeds
professors' not born in situ of that took place at Baruch on - were planted which have already
where they teach, but in face as
April 14, 1978.
. started shooting.
~_. .. well of the employment '--Of ,-uNote: I was~n-my-way,-to:leave
., Thank zou f9rSQUrattentiQ.I1L----t
,.~
partacular and general, tactics' New York' when it happened. ~
Dr. Ana Luisa Duran
0

I

i

~

sharpen and
refine our
arguments. If- we are afraid to
. face our adversaries in debate, it
suggests that we ~e. insecure in
out posit~ons. . .
I·
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-suddenly lost her teaching job."
Wh~' asked how an investjgarive reporter-chooses
subjects, Wolper replied. "It's
personal. What do you' hate the
most. I think the courts are most
important to me. If you can't
rely on the law, what .~ you
trust? ThE\.cour~ are absolute.
There's no -repneve. The police
aren't always, right-neither are .
reporters.
>.
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DINNER PARTYMAY 18,1978
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GLOBUS LOUNGE
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All are invited to come witness these hours of
paramount excitement coupled with elegant .
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. by John W. Simmons
the crime. For example. ~ if a. communication of classified delays. or p re ven t's th;~1437.-:~~§---133i.: eriIninaI" Conappr-ehens ion , tempt. '~a) Offense.-A person is
. Senate Bill ·1437. now passing person plans to picket closer to information by a federal public' discovery.
prosecution. conviction. or guilty of air offense if he: "0) ..
through, the U.S: .Congress, the "federal. courthouse than the servantl.
•
w~uldrecodify all federal cri- ' law allows and starts walking to-.
The above Section and Section punishment of another person. misbehaves in the, presence of a ,
minaJ laws. A recodification- ward the courthouse but never 1123. (not .included here) are to knowing that such other person 'cQUrt or so' near to it as to ob- \
has committed a crime. or is' .struct the administration of
~ouldbedesirable•. since this has reaches the courthouse or the discourage whistle-blowing by
not been done before and some-of . pickets•.he or she would be-guilty government employees who. are . being charged with -or being justice; "(2) disobeys or resists, a , . '
.our federal criminal laws con-· of the crime. 'This type, of law "bothered by" incompetence or' sought for a. crime, by: (a) har-. writ. process. order. rule. decree. . . ,. .
'tradict each other. However. would, be useful-for example, corruption of fellow employees. boring the other person or or command of a court; or "(3'as
which he "an
.hidden ln this Senate Bill 1437' when the police have advanc.e At ·-the worst, the penalty for engaging in conduct-by
,
.. officer of a court, Iclsbehaves
.are cancellations of some of our knowledge of a violent crime to whistle-blowing.should be loss of knowingly conceals the, other in an official transaction.,
. "rights. which is what this letter be committed. The arrest could a job. not a prison sentence, person or his 'identity; (b)
Also, clause (3), about officers
is about.
'then be made where danger to,' since whistle-blowing is some- providing the other person with
Senate ,Bill ~437 combines the police and passers-by would -times done fer patriotic reasons. a weapon. money, t r a n- of a. court•. refers to 1B.wyers·,
parts of old laws in an attempt to . be the least. For that purpose, On the other 'hand. revealing "sportafion, disguise, ·C;r other arguing a case in court. This
means
of.avoidingorminimizing
.
clause,
allows
a
judge
to
keep
simplify them-, But' in so doing; it section 1001 should be changed important military. information
the risk , of discovery or ap- lawyers ,on very short rein orto '
uses such broad language that it so it applies only to
. violent crime is espionage and should be prehension.
, or (d) altering, partly muzzle lawyers at the
makes Into crimes some of, our such as bank .heists and kid- severely punished. This section
traditional freedoms. In' ad'" nappmgs,
should refer to 'revealing ~ im- destroying, . mutilating, con- judge's discretion. This means
dition, there are other sections of . Next is a terrible section (1002) portant military information, cealing, or removing a record; that if a litigant gets a federal
document, or other object; or (2). judge who is prejudiced against....
.......
.: this bill that are there on pur- of this bill, a conspiracy section, not classified information.
pose to give government officials a.·, fa vorit.e of, tot.alit.arian _ ·Congress has come up_witha "ai~~_ another .persorrf.o ~~,rete, him or his case:'· he will have
'dictatorial powers. even, when a governments. All that's needed ~. 'brand~new crime in- Section 1301 disguise, or convert- the proceeds· -much-'lesschalice'of a' just- ~.
situation is not bad enough to to get a person into jail under- on page· 58 of the bill. §. Ob-. of a crime or otherwise to profit decision.
.I
warrant martial· ·law or a' this section is to have witnesses structing a Government Func- from a crime.
In Section 1334, the words "or
j
.declarationof war.
swear that the 'person said ' tion by Fraud, (a) Offense.-A
,
~
"
I
I
Unless"-this Section is changed by similar means ,. are the poison.
This letter is about rights we
something.
person is guilty of an offense if
words." § 1334. Obstructing a
will lose if " Senate Bill 143~
§ 1002.' Criminal Conspiracy. he intentionally obstructs or to give reporters and other Proceeding by
Disorderly
becomes law in its present form.
(a) -Offense.s-A person is guilty , impairs a government function, ' writers the right to keep sources . Conduct.
"(a)
Offense.-A
.These are rights under the first
of an offense if he agrees with by defrauding the government confidential. we'll have much person is guilty of-lln .offense if
lesson government officials In
and fifth amendments of the" one or more persons to engage in ' through misrepresentation, chihe .obstructs or impairs ail ofthe future.
United States Constitution plus
conduct, the performance of canery, trickery. deceit, craft,
ficial proceeding by means of
some natural r'ights.
which would constitute a crime' overreaching. or other dishonest·
noise that is unreasonable. by
Amendment, I, of the Con- or crimes. and he, or one of such means.
The ~ next Section tries to
means of violent or' tumultuous
stitution. Congress shall make persons in fact, engages in any
Section '1301 is written so
protect people in a - judicial behavior- or disturbance, - or by .
no law .. ~ a bridging'the freedom
conduct with intent to affect any broadly that using a trick to a- proceeding from seeing the signs similar means.
of speech. or of the press; or the' objective of the agreement.
void surveillance. by an FBI a- of'<'peeceful demonstrators., §
'I
I
right of people peacably to asA conspiracy doesn't have ·to gent would be a crime. This
1328. Demonstrating to InFor example, a person could-be
.,!
semble:, and to petition the gov- be like in the movies, that is, in a' section is an example of the fluence a Judicial Proceeding. convicted of a crime forgoing
ernment for redress of· grie- 'cheap city apartment or a, soli-· growing arrogance of. govern- ,"(a) Offense.-A person is guilty into a courtroom wearing a sign.
vances.
-tary farmhouse. It, can/ happen ment officials. They seem to
ofan 'offense if, with intent to The words, . "or bY'"" similar
Amendment 5. No' per- anywhere. for example, at a: well- think that the government is
influence another person 'in the means" should come' out of
son ... shall be compelledin any, publicized public meeting. Under somethingsepar,ate from us,
discharge of .his duties in a Section 1334.
criminal case to be, a witness a- this section, peacable activity insteadof being a government of judicial proceeding, he pickets.
r
gainsthimself.'
.. could be planned, .and 'if -one the people. '
parades. displays a sign. uses a
Our government is movin~ in'
To some people. it might seem
member Qf.theg;oup gets out-,ofHere is another new crime: § sound amplifying device, or the-direction .the Russian. and
.okay to just wait until the unconline 'by destroying property or. 1302. Obstructing a: Government other\fise engages' in a Chinese . commissars
have
··stitutionlll ~s~ or1>ther·· -being'violent,aB--people'involved ~ Function. -by, Phys:ic~-l··ln- demQP~ttat~9_n::"(l)in aJ>uilW;ngalready'-"gone---towardtreatmg,
1a ws
are-· d ec l a r ed unIrr,. the planning. wou·ld· t,.....;
terference. (a) Offensec-e A housing a court of .the united orelinary citizens as if we're
Ut: guilty
constitutional by federal courts.
of conspiracy.
person is guilty of an offense if, States; "(2) on the grounds of, or- barnyard-animals owned by the
Ho~ever. the Supreme C?urt ~an
Section 1002 wouldn't stop - \y,,~eans of physical in- within 100 feet' of, a building government. As long as. we
decide not to hear a case In which
people from meeting. It would terference or obstacle, he in- housing a court of the United personally obey", the law. we
there is a. constitutional issue . discourage people from attend- tentionally obstructs or impairs States. 'after being advised that should belong to ourselves-at
and sometimes does refuse to
ing "meetings on controversial a government function in tact such conduct is an offense; or least between wars. We should
hear them. Then ,the law consubjects, knowing. they can be involving: (1) the performance "by "(3) in, or on the grounds of, or be allowed our, loyalties to our
tinues to be enforced as written.
convicted if kooks who attended . a public servant of an official' after. being .advised that such families and friends' because
Therefore. it is best that unthe meeting commit crimes -that duty; (2) the performance by an conduct is an offense, without these loyalties are the glue that
,. __~Qns_titJtti.QnaJ-p'act._s_oCl.a~S_I).Pt canhe connected in a.nvn.", ... -n.;"'~ insI!~£tor _of_~ __ ~J?ecifi~~_~ut~ '100' feet of, a building occupied hold_s.,_.t._his._c_ou_ntrv tO~~Jeth_e..1:.,,__ ~ ..__ . ,
------l
get into the U.S. Code of Laws in
what went on in th;~~ imposed by a statute, or by ~ .. '6rllseaoy-such-otll:erperson-.-",- _.- ,
..r_ ~ - ~ -I
/ 'j
the firs~ place. Otherwise. we
This conspiracy section IS a regulation, rule, or order issued
....
Senate Bill 1437 is speeding
j
have to endure the effects'of bad
dragnet
device ,that 'is pursuant thereto; (3) the delivery
A demonstration is one way of like a Concorde through the
I
laws. Also, many of us can't
destructive' of political freedom. of mail; or (4) the exercise of a
people. petitioning the govern- House of Representatives.
afford the expense of appealing a
It should be changed so that it right, or the performance of a
ment for r~ress ?f grievances. having already passe.d· the
.law we consider·u.nconstitutional
applies only to people conspiring ?uty. under a court order,
Demo~stra.tlng IS the 'poor Senate. President Carter is reaQY
all the way up to the Supreme
to commit Violent crime-s such as. Judgement, or decree.
peopl,e s on!y chance to say - to sign 'it-. Necessary changes
Court.
bombing and arson.
. Any physical interference or what s buggIng them. They have should be made in this Bill or else
Thpugh T.m not a lawyer, I
The ne~t section IS the obstacle, iinpairing any federal no access to 'newspapers. radio, it should be defeated and another
some
I'deas
on
how
14
., .
or TV unle,ss the owners allow try made I·n· the next ·sessl·on of
have
gov,~rnment s
answer, to government functoin, u:Qder any
,
sections out of about 425 secWatergate. Their answer is to circumstances is the basis for a access. Even if people- have- the Congress. Only.. Congr~ss~e~
tions of this bill should be
make it illegal to report in- prison senten~e under. this. money to pay for an ad in a can affect what happens to this
changed. In this -letter, I quote
formation
from
classified Section. This Section is a newspaper, the newspaper bill now. -,
ff
f 8
publisher doesn't have to run the
;,~
John W. Simmons
the
'0 ense" parts 0
documents, which.. would include heritage from the Nixon people.
sections I'm complaiiling about.
documents' about any futur~ now felons, who wrQ,te Senate ad. The judicial branch of our
'
t
h·t
government is - being overPI ease remember tha . w a you
Watergate. 'ThQusands of gov- Bill'l for the previous Congress.
.
I
. t th b
protected. Section 1328 should
/
rea d m a aware JUS
e are
ernment officials have classified' Senate Bill 1, which is the pappy
bones of the King Kong that
document stamps to classify of Senate Bill 1437, was defeated give
judicial· proceedings (Ed. Dote: This article has been
.
Regulat··
d
proteCtion only against violence edited for reasons "ofspace)
even t u allY, IS.
IOns are
ocuments that would reveal by public dislike., This ·section
.
b ed
h
h'
f
and intimidation.
wrItten as on t e aut onty 0
their mistakes.
(1302), which is almost a keep§ 1123. I?is'seminating off;:the-grass federal law. should,
Sectlon 1331 makes every
a law and are just as enforceable
as the law itself. Regulations are Classified Informaiton. ',a) Of- be rewritten to apply to specific federal judge a diGtator s'incehis
~heguts. sinews, and furof.alaw.
fense~-A person is guilty of an
goveriunent functions that must or her courtotders have toIle
§1001.Criminal Attempt. (a) offense if he violates: (1) section . not be interfered with.
.
obeyed ,even -if ·they are invalid.
Offense.-A person is guilty of 24 of the,Actof October 31. 195i
' Under the next Section,~-1311. 'An invalid court order can be set
an offense if, acting with the (65 Stat. .719) (relating to a' ~ewspaper reporter.· who aside by a successful appeal, but
state ofInind' otherwise required disclosure --of - c~assified"--in- doesn't _~giveu-mforma:tionC'to· everi-rf~an··appear-is-won,· thiSfor thecorJunission'of a crime. ,he, formation). -as amended by government auth'oritiesbecause 'may happen too late tQ do anY
intentionally engages in conduct section 147 .ofthe Criminal Code he has pr(;nilisedconfidentiality· good. Notice•.too. that· thi~
that, in fact. constitutes a sub- Reform Ac;t of 1978 (50 U,.S.C.- 'to his sou~ces would be guilty' of .Section does riot allow a witness .
stan~ial step toward .the com-· ); or (~) section (4)(b)o! the a criiDe. § 1311. Hindering
to remain silent in a' tnaJ-6f a
mission of the crime.
Subversive Activities .Control . Enforcement. ~(a) Offense~-A family member or friend. As a
Here. a person who makes one. Act of 1950, as amended (50 person is guilty of an offense'if result•. this is the rat-on-yourstep toward a.crime is guilty of U:-S.C. 783(b)) (relating to· he: (.1) interferes with. hinders.' 'filinily Sect'ion of Senate Bill
.
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PERSONALS

To all those' who have made my stay
at BaJ:UCh a bearable, if not at times
. enjoyable "'Experience u. I offer mj'
sincerest thanks, the best of luck and
the -reassuring . wo~ that "Joe
" Barone does notforge~afavor"!
Dear-Maria,
. -Friend is.a word of royal tone;
-. friend is a poem all alone. "
Love,
LindaE.

Fran,
,
Even tbouilk you think you're
macho I could still beat the pants off'
.you in paddle baU!
Joce
P.S.When's the Boat Ride? •
Stereo, Components... Best Prices
Anywhere. Wholesale· AlWays. No
sales TAX. Call Brian after 6:3D.P.M.
·-792-1-844. - - :- "Dear Jill and Mark.
Mazel-Tov.
. Love always.
Dash
P.S; Jill-your threats doti't scare
me! /
r Dear Howie J.
· ....L ife's most precious gifts are few;
that's why there's just one friend like
your'
.
Loveya.
SweetcaJt'es
Rob, Dennis, Neil,
Play you," own gdmes.
,

.leff

T. Big Al and Don,
Let's take the 4 or 5 to Atlantic
Ave.
A Politieally Concerned
I.R.T. Student
To RoyR. .
- The management has definitely
seen improvement . in your ball
playing. . .

Z.H. ~ptain an~ ~8Dagein~t

. . _.-.:-:

Dear Handsome.
W~tever happened to the book we
were supposed to write? L'ue decided
to include an introduction entitled
"How' .to get him on a pack of
Wrigley's. ••How's that grab you?
P.S As soon as finals are our, I'm
'.going to brush: -up on my cooking.
\. Then we can go an our picnic. Bet
.you. can't wait.
Love"Pinchable Cheeks;'

To aU those who have' made my
Thanks to the entire gang in the
stay at Baruch a bearable.. if not .at Student Center for making my
ames enjoyable, "'Experience~" I birthday a memorable and happy A Marketing Prof. PHD needs Israel
offer my sincerest thanks, the best of one. Thanks for all the cards and loving student to form a cohesive.luck and the reassuring words that, good wishes..Special thanks go to the 'group and start a unique and flexible
''Joe Barone does not forget a favor!'" 2 people that made it-e-Sherree-iind , work study-living in IsraeL .
To the person who left the sign in . Ricky.
Serious Inquiries please
room 409 on Friday, April 28 wi!ilting
Call Rebecca 592-4652
me a HAPPY BIRTHDAY thanks, . Dear Ira.
. I don't thank I'll ever forget To whomever sent back an Evening
but I. don 't knoio who Guess Who is:
Session Student Government ballot
Love. . Saturday.
Love always, last January with Nazi swastikas on .
Mary·Ann
SMILES the front an~Nazislogans on the
Dear nenniS.
. Stereo Componenis-Best' Prices
back, I would reaDy like-to interview .
Did anyone ever teU you that you Anywhere. Wholesale Always. No
Jeff,
look like a troU? Well, you- do! (But I
you.
Ifyouagree, I promise to keep
I don't wanna play spades.
Sales 'TAX. CaU Brian after 6:30 p. 11k
. love yaanyway)
l
Hearts your identity a secret. Please,. if. you
792-1844.
~'Slit"
are interested call Howie Babich at
To: JoeS.
Jocelyn.
the Ticker"()ffice~·725-7620·;.
pear Jocelyn and Charlie.
From: Miuy-Ann
Thanks for all your support.
What can 1 say except Thanks!
Sigma Epsilon XI
Re: Street Fair
"
Mary-Ann
I don't think I wiU ever forget it!!
Sigma Iota NU ..
=-.=......:::;......=:...=..:::::..=.:=--..:.-=:...-:-----::
,$$S,
Dear. Jocelyn, .
Dear Mary,
Finite Math, Intro Psychclogy, and
'!ou're Welcome! !..he pleasure. was
"S'tay ": is a »charming word in a Bio 1005. For info call. Julian
Thanks for always being. there.
m~ne.
.
Love, friend's vocabulary!
Aronowitz. 882-8068. Mon-Thurs. lOSuzanne
.Love I l p.m. .
Mindy
LindaE.
Fred.
Anna,
You're a pt;Lin.in the ass.
,
To .aU those who have made my
Let's get under the table together.
.) . ".'-'
.
Good Luck
.
. Anti-Social stay at Baruch a bearable, ifnot at MOTORCYCLE FOR SALEThe Gangon5 Allen,
times enjoyable, "Experience ", I Honda CB360T. 1976. Low mileage, .
Dear Steph,
offer
my sincerest thanks, the best of Iikenew, always-garaged, erash bars,
Ah-so
luck
and
the reassuring words that .. sissy bar. luggage rack. 50 mpg.
You gaue me the most beautiful
,At,the Rail
Prof. Lefkowitz-College EXT 3074
gift ever- Your friendship.
Joe Barone does not forget a favor. "
Dear Ray B.
or
941-8538.
Love
Dearest Renee,
A
true
friendship
is
as
wise
as
it
is
LindaE. <,
You are do~eatjob with the STEREO COM-PONENTS-Best
tender-Mayours never end.
prices' anywhere.. Wholesale always,
Dear Lori,
Ticker classified.
.
Yours forever,
Love and no sales tax. Call Brian after 6:30 .
If words could describe my feelings
LindaE.
for you, .then 'here are ttoo,: so' very
Artie p.m. 792-1844.
$$SHowieSSS
true, Hi Sunshine! .
.
For sale: Both brand new; Emmer.son
Joyce.
Is a "Politician".
Love
Stereo AMI:FM Radio, 'Turntable and'
Is "it you oris it memorex?
Ira
Jeff Casio LCD 6 function Calculator.
Dear
Arnell.
'
Call Joe eves. 777-7415.
To Gary,
TeU Mrs.. Martin it's nat that
.When are you going up-country. . .
way-it's over here.
YEAH!!!.
Zane
Dear Seymour.
Be honest with - me
Hour's
school? Dh; You don't- want to talk
about it. ..

WANTED

TUTORING

I

FOR SALE

._ot6~~BASEBALL TEAM'~

To Mary-Ann
A belated Happy Birthday!

'
C.S.

Ue.Helpline,.
_
.Sorry I couldn't make the weekend.
I had a lot of things to do that were
very important.
•

Zane
Stereo Components.. Best Prices
Anywhere. Wholesale always. No
sales tax. Call Brian after-6:30 p.m.
. 792-1844

Ii-a

Dear Jenny,
I got you a [oxy guy for your
Dear Howie P.
birthday but keep him because. you
Ant.
I really missed you on - the
said you didn't like blind dates. - Eva.
weekend.
There was nobody to argue
Happy Birthday!
Your hair cut looks real good.
with.
.
Love.
Neil
Love.
Julianne , Frank,
.LiadaE,
To That Girl In My AdvertJsmg
I'm sorry aoout ou':·ml.sU4iie-r;. . Artie,
Class:
standing.
How many times did you shave
Our Close Encounter of the Second
'J
A Fellow Lecturer
this week?
J.&R.
Kind was nicer than the first. I
To
my
hard
worker,
.;.;;;;.;;.;.;;;.---------...;;.~;;.;.---------------------~~------..
wonder when' ourClose Encounter of
To work is to enjoy, and to love is
the Third Kind is going to take place.
to work.
SoQlebody You Know
ANonWorker -t
Dear Mindy,
,--J
Dear Naresh,
Thanks lor a lovely friendship. It'll
You've got a friend.
be cherished forever.
Love.
Love.
Mindy
Naresh
$$$Howie$$$
To the Blonde in my Law class.
The Circus???
Do I fall under Statute ofFrauds?
E.S.P.
For the small fee of 50$, f.or the first 20 words,
.
The~ntA~u
Allen.
and
each addi~ional words~ you can have
Rebecca, ~
CALM DOWN. CALM DOWN.
...
"
Bolifsky lives on!
a say in your school newspaper! We'll print
Just Friends
Artie
Dennis,
anything. From' selling a car or concert tickets
To all those who have made my
Is it Memorex or your hair?
to ~ven sending a mesSage to a friend.
.
.
stay at Baruch a 'bearable, if not at
Rob
times enjoyable "Experience". J offer
A.F.
my sincerest thanks, the best olluck
You probably think that I think
and the reassuring words that "Joe
Copy:
that
you think too much. You're
Barone does not forget a favor?"
right! Let the mind rest for just a
. while.

'-
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5$

i

··Dear·Zissit .
Would~'t

-~-----_

.. _.~~------._-_ ..-.

. --- -- -- Love.

you like to be business

·R.S.

partners?

,

DearS_P.
Hope you had« Rice weekend. Love.
StevenA.
LYJlDe,
'

.

•,Gorgeous"
Stereo Components
.'Best Prices Anywhere
Wholesale Always

, NoSalesTax
Call BriaD alter 6:30 p.m.
'192-1844' ". '

>

.v..:.-

-Silly

You're a sweetie too!

2

Steven. .
How are t.he ankles?
-A Concerned Stat Friend
Dear DaDDy,
\...
, I know you forgot, but the 25th is
our annioersary. Happy 4 years!
I love you.
JuljanDe

.Dave;
So what's new?

Love ..
Rifi

.'.

•

Name:·
Address:.City:_·_.
Te1ephone:

l .•.

~_---:-

State:..;...·...,--

Zip: '

_

.
--:::...-"

Total Encl'osed:

~___

Submit your ad to the Ticker office, Rm. 337StudentCe.nter Bldg~.'
or maUit to:' Tickel,Box 377, 17 E. 22nd ~treet, Hew York, N.Y•. 1'0010
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Push-ups Competition; left to right: Anthony Harris, Ron Roble, Bobby Holness, JQhnnie English and
Raul Hessing

-7'
.
~\

1978 Intramural Soccer Toul'II1IIDeIIt

Randolph James 2nd Degree Black Belt
.a:.

..
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